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1 Introduction 

1.1 Project activities 

This report describes research in which a team from the Universities of Wisconsin, 
Washington, and Illinois performed a scoping study of critical issues for field-reversed 
configuration (FRC) power plants. The key tasks for this research were 

I .  Systems analysis of deuterium-tritium (0-T) FRC fusion power plants 

2. Conceptual design of the blanket and shield module for an FRCfusion core. 
The effQrt of approximately one-third of a full time equivalent (FTE) professional researcher per 
year was split among the participating institutions as follows: University of Wisconsin (70%), 
University of Washington (20%), and University of Illinois (10%). 

1.1.1 Systems analysis and fusion core conceptual design 

In order to perform the systems analysis, the University of Wisconsin’s fusion power 
plant systems code, described in detail in Section 3, was modified from its initial form as a 
tokamak systems code to include FRC physics and engineering models. Some alternate modes 
of operation were also explored. The reference case and a case generated assuming liquid walls 
and very high power density are given in Section 4. 

A key thrust of the research was to investigate a crucial question for FRC power plants: 
Given success in the physics, would the engineering features of the 
resulting device be attractive? 

For the engineering conceptual design of the FRC fusion core, therefore, the project team 
focused on intermediate-term technology. For example, one decision was to use steel structure 
instead of exotic but relatively undeveloped materials, such as vanadium or silicon carbide, The 
FRC does indeed appear to lead to an attractive fusion power plant, based on several features of 
the design, including modest size, cylindrical symmetry, good thermal efficiency, and relatively 
easy maintenance. The resulting compact FRC fusion core of the reference case conceptual 
design possesses a high ratio of electric power to fusion core mass, indicating that it would 
certainly have favorable economics. Details of the design are discussed in Section 2. 

1-.1 . 



1.13 Talks and poster papers 

Washington, 
Seattle, 
Washington 
-9 

Table 1-1 lists the talks that project team members have given that are either directly or 
indirectly related to this research. Similarly, Table 1-2 lists related poster papers. 

Field-Reversed 
Configuration 
Engineering Issues for 
Designs with Liquid 
Walls' 
Field-Reversed 
Configuration Power 
Plants 

On Design and 
Development Issues for 
the FRC 
Compact Toroid Fueling 
and Current Drive for 
Liquid-Walled FRC's' 
Field-Reversed 
Configuration Fusion 
Power Plants 

Table 1-1: Related Talks Given by D-T FRC Scoping Study Research Team Members. 

New Mexico 

Laboratory, 
AI buquerque, 
New Mexico 

APEWALPS Meeting . Sandia National 

University of Wisconsin Univ. of 
Plasma Seminar Wisconsin, 

Madison, 
Wisconsin 

American Nuclear 
Society Meeting 

APEX Project Meeting UCLA, 
Los Angeles, 
California 

Workshop on Status and PPPL, 
Promising Directions for Princeton, 
Field-Reversed New Jersey 

S eaker I' 4-27 March Miley 

8-20 March Santarius 

27-31 July 
1998 

!Nov. 1998 

27-31 Gj- July Steinhauer 

Santarius 

Santarius 

Configurations 
A Helium Cooled Liz0 
Pebble Bed Blanket 
Design for Cylindrical 
Geometry 

16-18 Feb. Moir (for 
SantariUS) 

plasma Seminar Wisconsin 
American Nuclear Park City, Utah 
Society Topical Meeting 
on the Technology of 
Fusion Energy 2000 I - I 

Title I Meeting I Location 
FRC Power Plants-a I US-Japan Workshop on 1 Univ. of 
Fusion Development 
Perspective 

On Design and 
Development Issues for 
the FRC and Related 
Alternate Confinement 
Concepts 
FRC Plasma-Liquid Wall 
Physics Interfack Issues' 

Physics of High-Beta 
Fusion Plasmas 

IAEA Technical 
Committee Meeting on 
Fusion Power Plant 
Design 

APEXkL.PS Meeting 

I ConfigurationResearch I 
Field-Reversed 1 University of Wisconsin I Madison, 

. 
c 

# 

' Related, but not funded or only partially funded by the present research project. 
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Table 1-2: Related Poster Papers Given by D-T FRC Scoping Study Research Team 
Members. 

Meeting 
American Nuclear Society 
Topical Meeting on the 
Technology of Fusion 

Date 
7-1 1 June 

1998 

16-20 NOV. 
1998 

15-19 NOV. 
1999 

Location 
Nashville, 
Tennessee 

Authors 
Santarius, 
Emmert, 
Khater, 

Mogahed, 
Nguyen, 

Steinhauer, 
Miley 

Nguyen, 
SaIltariUS, 
Emmert, 
Ryzhkov, 
Stubna, 

S teinhauer 
Santarius, 
Ryzhkov, 
Nguyen, 
Emmert, 

Steinhauer 

Title 
Field-Reversed Power 
Plant Critical Issues 

Commercial D-T FRC 
Power Plant Systems 
Analysis 

Systems Analysis of D-T 
aid D-3He FRC Power 
Plants0 

I her i can  Physicd Society New Orleans, 
Division of Plasma Physics I Louisiana 
Meeting 

1.1.3 Papers 

The following papers directly related to this research project have been published or are 

1. J.F. Santarius, G.A. Emmert, H.Y. Khater, E.A. Mogahed, C.N. Nguyen, L.C. Steinhauer, 
and G.H. Miley, “Field-Reversed Configuration Power Plant Critical Issues,” University 
of Wisconsin Fusion Technology Institute Report WirFDM-1084 (June 1998). 

in progress: 

2. E.A. Mogahed, H.Y. Khater, and J.F. Santarius, “A Helium Cooled Liz0 Pebble Bed 
Blanket Design for Cylindrical Geometry,” (prepared for A N S  Topical Meeting on the 
Technology of Fusion Energy; thereby submitted to Fusion Technology, 2000). 

3. C.N. Nguyen, J.F. Santarius, L.C. Steinhauer, and G.A. Emmert, “Systems Analysis of a 
D-T Field-Reversed Configuration Power Plant,” (in progress, 2000). 

Related, but not funded or only partially funded by the present research project. 
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The following papers, related to the research project but less closely so than the 
previously listed papers, grew out of the funded research or were activities mutually leveraged 
by the project (see Sec. 1.1.4): 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1.1.4 

R. W. Moir, T. D. Rognlien, K. Gulec, P. Fogarty, B. Nelson, M. Ohnishi, M. Rensink, J. 
F. Santarius, D. K. Sze, ‘’Thick Liquid-walled, Field-reversed Configuration (FRC),” 
(prepared for ANS Topical Meeting on the Technology of Fusion Energy; thereby 
submitted to Fusion Technology, 2000). 

S.V. Rphkov, J.F. Santarius, G.A. Emmert, C.N. Nguyen, and L.C. Steinhauer, 
“Systems Analysis of a D-3He Field-Reversed Configuration Power Plant,” (in progress, 
2000). 

J.F. Santarius, “Field-Reversed Configurations for Space Propulsion,” (submitted to 3 1‘‘ 
AIAA Plasmadynamics and Lasers Conference, 19-22 June 2000, Denver, Colorado, 
paper AIAA-2000-2269). 

Leveraged activities 

Significant leverage for and by this project was gained by several activities not directly 

1. Canh N. Nguyen, a graduate student of Prof. Gilbert A. Emmert at the University of 
Wisconsin, joined the project with a UW Advanced Opportunities Fellowship that fully 
supported his part of the research project during his first academic year (1997-1998). 
The project then supported him for his second academic year. He provided most of the 
effort in converting the C version of the WISC program from a purely tokamak code into 
a code that also modeled the FRC. 

funded as part of the initial proposal. These leveraged activities included 

2. Michael D. Stubna worked for two months during the summer of 1998 on the project at 
the University of Wisconsin with funding from a National Undergraduate Fellowship in 
Plasma Physics and Fusion Engineering. He began conversion of the WISC program 
from the C language to the Mathematica language. The C version of the program 
provided most of the information contained in this report. The Mathematica version, 
however, gives much more flexibility and readability to the program and, after further 
modification and extension by the University of Wisconsin PI (JFS) after the present 
grant expired, has become the primary version of the code. 
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3. 

I 

Sergei V. Ryzhkov, a graduate student of Prof. Vladimir I. Khvesyuk at Bauman Moscow 
State Technical University, Moscow, Russia, joined the oup for ten months d&g 
1998-1999. He came to the US. specifically to study D- He fusion with the University 
of Wisconsin PI and was supported by the Russian President’s Foundation, not the 
present research project. His articipation, which consisted partly of modifying the 
WISC program to include D- He fuel for FRCs, enhanced the ability of the team to take a 
broader perspective on FRC development. He also examined the FRC energy 
confinement database and developed a new energy confinement scaling relation. 

Q 

P 

Student UW Degree Present Location 

Canh N. Nguyen M.S. 1999 Lehigh University Graduate School 

Bauman Moscow State Technical University 
Graduate School 

-- Sergei V. Ryzhkov 

Michael D. Sttibna --- Penn State University Graduate School 

4. During Ey99, the Advanced Power Extraction Project (APEX), led by Prof. Mohamed 
Abdou, UCLA, funded an effort of -0.1 1 FTE by the University of Wisconsin PI to 
examine liquid-walled D-T FRC power plants. 

5. During FYOO, Dr. Francis Thio, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, funded an effort of 
-0.17 FIE by the University of Wisconsin PI to investigate FRCs for space propulsion. 

, 

1.1.5 Student involvement . 

This project educated three students. Section 1.1.4 describes their roles in the project, 
and Table 1-3 lists their present location. 
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1.1.6 Recommendations for future FRC power plant research 

Although the present research project investigated several interesting aspects of FRC 
power plant design that turned out to be attractive, many pathways remain unexplored for lack of 
resources. Recommendations for future FRC power plant research include: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

;4. 

5. 

The cylindrically symmetric geometry of FRCfusion cores allows the design of an 
attractivefirst-walUblanket/shieWmgnet module with reasonable engineering 
assumptions. The concept presented in this report should be pursuedfurther for the 
FRC and other amenable configurations, such as the spheromk and spherical torus. 

FieM-reversed configurations show promise for providing the most attractive 
performance of any magnetic &ion concept, and a detailed, integrated, conceptual 
design of a D-T FRCpowerplant should be undertaken at the level of at least 10 
FTE’s per year for two years. 

c 

The geometry of FRCfusion cores fits the use of liquid walls very well, and the 
combination should be investigated in more depth. 

The FRC appears well suited to burning D-3Hefuel, and a detailed conceptual design 
at several FTE’s per year for two years should be performed in order to assess whether 
such a device could achieve the watershed level of sufficiently attractive economics to 
break into the electricity market. 

Other applications of FRC devices should be scrutinized, particularly hydrogen 
production and space propulsion. 

c 
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1.2 Overview 

a 

An excellent balance between potential reactor attractiveness and technical development 
risk motivates the study of field-reversed configuration (FRC) power plants. The linear, 
cylindrical FRC geometry facilitates the design of tritium-breeding blankets, shields, magnets, ~ 

and input-power systems, while the high FRC p (=plasma pressufehagnetic field pressure) 
increases the plasma power density and allows a compact fusion core. The surface heat flux is 
moderate despite a high power density, however, because the plasma flowing to the end chamber 
walls carries much of the fusion power, as shown in Figure 1-1. 

Not to scale FRC core region Expanded 
flux tube to 

Figure 1-1: Energy flow from the FRC fusion core. % 

Encouraging recent physics progress by the small worldwide FRC research community 
has enhanced the prospects for successful FRC de~elopment.'-~ Highlights include indications 
that natural minimum-energy FRC states exist: stable operation at moderate s (plasma 
radiudaverage gyroradius)? startup by merging two spheromaks to form an FRC: theoretically 
efficient current drive by rotating magnetic fields? and an attractive Japanese D-3He FRC power 
plant design: 

From an engineering standpoint, an FRC burning D-T fuel appears capable of being built 
largely with near-tern technology. The main exceptions are the materials used for the first wall, 
blanket, and shield, which will be subject to high neutron fluences with consequent radiation 
damage and activation. If the more difficult physics requirements of D-3He fuel could be 
achieved, essentially all necessary FRC technology appears to be in hand, benefits would be 
gained from direct conversion, and environmental and safety characteristics would be 
substantially improved? Although both D-T and D-3He fuels appear likely to perform well in 
FRC power plants, the focus of the present project has been on D-T fuel. 

The FRC is an ellipsoidal magnetic configuration with no toroidal component immersed 
inside the magnetic field lines of an open-ended geometry. The FRC reactor is cylindrical, 
which would simplify much of the maintenance involved. The open field lines guide charged 
particles toward the ends for possible direct conversion as well as effectively removing 
impurities from the system. Because of the scaling of the fusion power density, PIV = p2B4 , 
the FRC can be an extremely high power density system. 

Details of. fusion core engineering, including a high-performance cylindrical blanket and 
shield concept, are discussed in Section2. The physics and engineering models plus other 
aspects of the University of Wisconsin's power-plant systems code, WISC, (Wisconsin Systems 
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Code), are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 of this report describes the study’s reference FRC 
power plant case plus an interesting case with liquid walls. 

1.3 References for Section I 

1. L.C. Steinhauer, et al., “FRC 2000: A White Paper on FRC Development in the Next 
Five Years,” Fusion Technology 30, 116 (1996). 

2. A.L. Hoffman, L.N. Carey, E.A. Crawford, D.G.Harding, et al., “The Large-s Field- 
Reversed Configuration Experiment,” Fusion Technology 23,185 (1993). 

3. M. Tuszewski, “Field Reversed Configurations,” Nuclear Fusion 28,2033 (1988). 

4. L.C. Steinhauer and A. Ishida, “Relaxation of a Two-Species Magnetofluid and 
Application to Finite-p Flowing Plasmas,” Physics of Plasmas 5,2609 (1998). 

5. A.L. Hoffman, L.N. Carey, E.A. Crawford, D.G.Harding, et al., “The Large-s Field- 
Reversed Configuration Experiment,” Fusion Technology 23,185 ( 1993). 

6. M. Yamada, H. Ji, S. Hsu, T. Carter, R. Kulsrud, et al., “Study of Driven Magnetic 
Reconnection in a Laboratory Plasma,” Physics of Plasmas 4,1936 (€997). 

7.  A.L. Hoffman, “Flux Buildup in Field Reversed Configurations Using Rotating Magnetic 
Fields,” Physics of Plasmas 5,979 (1998). 

8. H. Momota, A. Jshida, Y. Kohzaki, G.H. Miley, S. Obi, et al., “Conceptual Design of the 
D-3He Reactor ARTEMIS,” Fusion Technology 21,2307 (1992). 

9. J.F. Smtarius, G.L. Kulcinski, L.A. El-Guebaly, and H.Y. Khater, “Could Advanced 
Fusion Fuels Be Used with Today’s Technology?”, Joumal of Fusion Energy 17, 33 
(1998). 

. .  
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2 Fusion Core Engineering 

2.1 The thermo-mechanical design of the first wall and blanket of the FRC 

A helium-cooled solid breeder (Li20) has been chosen for the FRC first wall and blanket. 
Oxide-dispersion strengthened (ODs) ferritic steel (developed at Oak Ridge National Lab 
(OW)) is the advanced structural material considered for the reactor components. This new 
material is exceptionally creep-resistant compared with low activation ferritic-martensitic (FM) 
steels at temperatures above 600°C. At Oak Ridge National Lab, the advanced material program 
is considering an alternative approach to developing dispersion-strengthened alloys with 
enhanced high-temperature creep resistance.' A new alloy designated A21 is being developed. 
The alloy is based on a Fe-Cr-Co-Ni-Mo-Ti-C composition. Initial property measurements show 
that while the yield strength of A21 is only slightly higher than that of conventional low- 
activation steel, the creep strength over the range 600°C to 700°C is greatly improved over 
modified 9Cr-1Mo steel (T-91). Initial property measurements show that, at 650°C, thf 10,000- - 
hr ru ture stress for the new steel is 400 MPa compared to 4 5  MPa for conventional 9Cr-1Mo 
steel! Figure 2-1 shows the ultimate tensile strength of some low activation steel alloys versus 
temperature. The general performance indicates a sudden reduction in strength between 850 K 
and 925 K. 

Figure 2-1: Comparison of the temperature-dependent tensile strengths of oxide dispersion 
strengthened and ferritic-martensitic (9Cr-2VTaW) steels. 

2- 1 



The FRC design is modular with a length/module of 2.5 m. The total humber of modules 
is 10. The solid breeder is L i z 0  in the shape of tubes of 90% theoretical density. The cylindrical 
geometry of the FRC blanket (unlike the tokamak blanket) allows straight L i z 0  tubes to be used. 
The coolant and the purge gas is helium at an average pressure of 18 MPa. In the first zone a 
single size L i z 0  tube is used. The blanket consists of two zones, blanket-I and blanket-II, 
separated by two rows of steel tubes. The size of the Liz0 tubes in different zones is determined 
mainly by the temperature limits on the L i z 0  solid breeder. The recommended maximum 
allowable temperature of the Liz0 solid breeder is 1OOO"C for sintering and the minimum 
allowable temperature is 400°C for tritium retention. The maximum temperature at the Liz0 
tubes at any location of the reactor is determined from the thermal-hydraulics of the specific 
Li20 tube zone. The steady state nuclear heating in the different zones is calculated with an 
average neutron wall loading of 5 Mw/m2. The surface heat flux is 0.2 MW/m2. Figure 2-2 
shows a sketch of the radial build (used in nuclear calculations) of the FRC concept with the 
distribution of the constituents of each component and the corresponding average nuclear heating 
in each zone. . 

FRC Radial Build and Nuclear Heating 
SNeld - c n b  

steal I90 % 
He-10% 

N. Htg (Steel) 
-0.07 W / d  

\* 

Avsrage N. Htg I 0.02 W l d  

Btkt+ShlQ+Cryo Wldth L t-- 

MI 6 Blanket 

Structural Material is Steel 
Breeder is Liz0 
Coolant is He 
Wall Loading = 5 MW/m2 
Surface Heat Flux = 0.1 9 MW/m2 

Avenge (QO) N. Htg - 19.09 
peak WzO) N. Hlg = 5292 W/mS 

First Zone 

Figure 2-2: A sketch of the radial build of the FRC and nudear heting in each zone, 
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2.2 The mechanical design of the first wall and blanket of the FRC 

The first zone and the outward consecutive layers of the blanket are made of concentric 
cylinders with the plasma in the center. Figure 2-3 shows a sketch of the F'RC cylindrical zones. 
The first zone consists of a fmt wall and a back wall made of steel cooled with helium and the 
space between them is filled with L i z 0  tubes also cooled with helium. All the tubes run 
longitudinally and have a circular cross section. Figure 2-4 shows a detail of the first zone. The 
inner diameter of the steel tubes is 1 cm and the outer diameter is 1.5 cm. The inner diameter of 
the Liz0 tubes is 1.9 cm and the outer diameter is 3.15 cm. The ratio of L i z 0  to helium is 30% 
to 70%. 

.r 

Figure 2-3: The FRC consists of concentric cylinders with the plasma in the core. The 
inner diameter of the first wall is 4.0 m. The outer diameter of the shield is 8.08 m. 
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Figure 2-4: Detail of the first zone of the FRC. 
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Figure 2-5: Detailed cross section of blanket-I with the plasma in the core of the FRC. 
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23 Coolant routing 

To maximize the power conversion thermal efficiency the outlet helium temperature must 
be at the maximum attainable value. To achieve maximum power conversion thermal efficiency 
without violating all the constraints on the reactor materials’ maximum operating temperature, 
the helium coolant routing must be optimized. The helium gas coolant path is continuous 
throughout the entire FRC module. The route of the He gas coolant is as follows: 

0 Cold He (’I’ = 380°C) first enters all steel walls (first wall, blanket walls, and shield (steel)) to 
keep their temperature below 650°C. 

e Then He gas enters (T = 530°C) the Liz0  zones (first zone, blanket-I, and blanket-n) to 
remove the generated volumetric heating. 

0 The hot helium exits the blanket to the heat exchanger at about 830°C. The secondary helium 
exits the heat exchanger at about 800°C. 

Figure 2-6 shows the coolant routing through the FRC coolant channels. The helium mass 
flow rate would be adjusted to make the He exit at a temperature of 830°C. The Brayton power 
cycle efficiency is about 52% for the cycle He maximum temperature of 800°C. Figure 2-7 
shows the net efficiencies vs. peak temperature for several power cycles: steam, Brayton, and 
GA/Field cycles. 

F4 

I A  t 
, I A 

I I 
Cold He inlet 

e 

V 

Figure 2-6: Coolant routing in the FRC first wall blanket and shield. 
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Figure 2-7: Net efficiencies vs. peak temperature for several power cycles: steam, Brayton, 
and GA/Field cycles (extracted from Ref. 3). 

2.4 Thermal hydraulics calculations 

The total heatinglmodule (volumetric and surface) in the first wall = 79.6 W .  
Assuming that the helium coolant has the following parameters: 

0 Helium gas flow temperature rise in the first wall is 200°C. 
0 Gas pressure is 18 MPa. 
0 Properties of helium gas are calculated at the average temperature of the component it cools. 
0 Properties of L i z 0  are calculated at the average temperature of the component it cools. 

Table 2-1 shows a summary of the all the inputs into the thermal response calculations and a 
brief summary of the general dimensions of the FRC design. 
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Table 2-1: Main Parameters (Dimensions and the Specific SteadyState Thermal Loads) of 
the FRC Design. 

Modules 
Length (m) 
Number of modules 

First Wall (steel) 
First zone 

Radius fiom the center of the plasma (m) 
Outer tube diameter (mm) 
Thickness of steel tube (mm) 
Surface heating (MW/cm2) 
Volumetric heating in solid steel (W/cm3) 

First Li70 zone 
Number of rows 
Width (m) 
Percentage of Li20 (without steel) 
Percentage of He (without steel) 
Outer tube diameter (m) 
Average volumetric heating (LizO+He) (W/cm3) 
Average volumetric heating in solid Liz0 (W/cm3) 

Outer tube diameter (mm) 
Thickness of steel tube (mm) 
Volumetric heating in solid steel (W/cm3) 

Second Wall (steel) 

Blanket4 & Blanket-II 
Percentage of steel 
Percentage of L i z 0  (without steel) 
Percentage of He (without steel) 

Wall-I (steel) 
Blanket-I 

Number of rows 
Outer tube diameter (mm) 
Thickness of steel tube (mm) 
Volumetric heating in solid steel (W/cm3) 

Thickness (m) 
Average volumetric heating @&&He) (W/cm3) 
Average volumetric heating in solid L i z 0  (W/cm3) 

Number of rows 
Outer tube diameter (mm) 
Thickness of steel tube (mm) 
Volumetric heating in solid steel (W/cm3) 

First Lip0 zone 

Wall-II (steel) 

2.50 
10 

2.0 
15 
2.5 
0.2 
38.43 

3 
0.1575 
30% 
70% 
31.5 
13.04 
33.12 

15 
2.5 
24.88 

8.3% 
40% 
60% 

2 
50 
14.1 
15.8 

0.535 
2.3 
5.75 

2 
50 
14.1 
1 .o 

c 

II 
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Table 2-1 (cont): 

Material He (455°C) 

Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 0.282 

Blanket-11 
First LivO zone 

Thickness (m) 0.535 
Average volumetric heating (LizO+He) (W/cm3) 
Average volumetric heating in solid Liz0 (W/cm3) 0.325 

Number of rows 2 
Outer tube diameter (mm) 50 
Thickness of steel tube (mm) 
Volumetric heating in solid steel (W/cm3) 

0.13 

Wall-II (steel) 

14.1 
0.07 

Thickness (m) 0.60 
Shield 

Percentage of steel 90% 
Percentage of L i z 0  0% 
Percentage of He 10% 
Average volumetric heating (W/cm3) 0.028 

He (680°C) LizO 

0.34 3.74 

2.5 Results of thermal hydraulics calculations of the FRC components 

The total nuclear heating and surface heating (per module) in the steel is 60 M W .  The 
total nuclear heating (per module) in the L i z 0  is 120 M W .  The helium coolant enters the steel 
tubes at a temperature of 380°C and exits the steel tubes at a temperature of 530°C. The heat 
balance requires that the helium mass flow rate be 76.5 kg/s for a 150°C He gas temperature rise. 
The helium coolant enters the Liz0 tubes after it exits the steel tubes at a temperature of 530°C 
and exits the L i z 0  tubes at a temperature of 830°C. The thermal heat load in the steel tubes is 
half the thermal heat load in the Liz0 tubes. Using the same helium mass flow rate of 76.5 kg/s 
inside and outside of the L i z 0  tubes would result in a He gas temperature rise of 300°C. Figure 
2-8 shows a sketch of these results with the coolant routing. 

Table 2-2 shows the properties of helium coolant used in the thermal hydraulics 
calculations at average temperatures of 455°C and 680°C. The properties of L i z 0  are reported at 
an average temperature of 800°C. The average helium velocity in each tube of steel and L i z 0  is 
calculated. Table 2-3 shows the total steady state heat load, helium gas mass flow rate, and the 
helium gas average 'velocity for each component of one module. 

Viscosity (Ns/m2) 

Pr 

3.65~10;' 4.35~10" N/A 

0.67 0.67 N/A 

I Specific heat (Jkg K) I 5.19~10~ I 5.19~10~ I 2.878~10' I 

Lnalysis. 
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Table 2-3: The Steady-State Thermal Load per Module, Helium Coolant Mass Flow, and 
Helium Coolant Average Velocity in Different Components of the FRC Design. 

Zone Total heating Helium massfrow rate Helium velocity 

First zone 
First wall (steel) 
First L i z 0  zone 
Second wall (steel) 

Blanket-I 
Wall-I (steel tubes) 
L i z 0  
Wall-II (steel tubes) 

Blanket-II 
Liz0 
Wall-III (steel) 

Bulk (steel) 
Shield 

(Mw) 

15.7 
67.55 

6.14 

34.7 
48.76 

2.2 

3.41 
0.15 

0.64 

20.17 
48.38 
7.89 

44.57 
31.32 
2.82 

2.19 
0.2 

0.83 

Total 180 76.5 

(ds) 

26.4 
3.44 
9.22 

18.06 
0.68 
1.14 

0.039 
0.078 

0.0046 

Cold He inlet 4 380 oc 

m*(He) = 76.5 kg/s 
ma = 76.5 kg/s 

Figure 2-8: Helium coolant routing and the corresponding helium coolant mass flow rate 
and temperature at M e t  and exit of J?RC components. 
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The coolant pressure drop is strongly dependent on the tube size and gas velocity. This 
limits the lower value of the Li20 tube radius (the smaller the size and void fraction of the L i z 0  
tubes the larger the pressure drop). On the other hand the recommended maximum operating 
temperature of the Liz0 is about 10o0"C to avoid sintering, and this limits the maximum radius 
of the L i z 0  tubes. Figure 2-9 shows the variation of heat transfer coefficient with temperature 
for different first zone components. In Figure 2-10 the heat transfer coefficient of He in the Liz0 
tubes of the first zone is presented in detail. 

Thermal hydraulics analysis is performed using a finite element code (ANSYS 5.5) to 
study the effect of the steel tube dimensions on the temperature distribution and the maximum 
value in the steel tube wall. Figures 2-1 1,2-12, and 2-13 illustrate the temperature distribution in 
the fmt wall steel tube at three different positions. The maximum temperature is at the exit and 
is 635°C. 
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Temperature ("C) 

Figure 2-9: Heat transfer coefficient of coolant helium in the first zone (First wall, first 
zone Li,O tubes, and second wall). 
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He Gas Temp. = 380 'C 

Di = 1.0 cm 
Do = 1.5 cm 

He Gas Temp. = 380 'C 

SUI 
0.1 

I1 I 

rface Heat FI ux 
9 W/sq. m 

TEMP 
TEPC=1.164 
SMEJ =437.194 
SMX =516.806 

Firat Wall temperature Distribution at FW Inlet  

Figure 2-11: Temperature distribution at the inlet of the first wall. 
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Fw Temperature Distribution at mid-distance 

TE39p 
TEPC-. $61806 
SMN 5.489.422 
SMX m561f.031 

-483.432 
498.046 
596.569 
515.293 
523.916 
539.54 
543.163 
549.387 
558p43 
557.034 

Figure 2-12: Temperature distribution at the mid-point of the inlet and the outlet of the 
first wall. 
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T = 530 OC 
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Figure 2-13: Temperature distribution at the exit of the first wall. 
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2.6 Limits on the LiiO tube dimensions 

Thermal hydraulics analysis is performed to study the effect of the Liz0 tube dimensions 
on the temperature difference between the maximum value at the L i z 0  tube wall and the free 
stream helium temperatures. The maximum temperature of Liz0 would occur at the helium exit 
at the fmt zone. Figure 2-14 shows a maximum temperature of 1003°C for the nearest Liz0 tube 
to the first wall. 

P46*3  
952.9 
$59 * '1, 
965.4 
971-6 
977 .# 
$84 * 0 
990.2 
994.4 
3.003 

Figure 2-14: Temperature distribution at the exit of the first zone Li20 tube. 
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2.7 Maintenance 

. 

The special geometry (cylindrical) facilitates reasonable, practical, maintenance schemes 
that minimize the downtime and cost. The modular design allows the movement of the 
individual modules in the axial direction. To keep the vacuum integrity inside the reactor during 
operation a pillow type of overlap is used between modules. To maintain a given module, the 
pillow at the two interfaces is broken, all the pipes are disconnected, and the rest of the modules 
are slid away on both sides far enough to disengage from the module under consideration. This 
module is moved to a hot cell, where it could be maintained and replaced with another standby 
module. Figure 2-15 describes this scheme. 

Maintenance Scheme for FRC 
Using a Telescopic Vacuum Vessel 

- e  

Figure 2-15: Maintenance scheme for D-T FRC Scoping Study Fusion Core. 
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3 WISC: the Wisconsin Systems Code 

3.1 Introduction 

The mcons in  Systems code, WISC, is a C code for calculating field-reversed 
configuration (FRC) and tokamak power plant physics and engineering. An input file provides 
the data necessary for the code to calculate global power balance to determine the injection 
power necessary to sustain the plasma. The electron power balance is solved to obtain a self- 
consistent electron temperature. The power losses are due to charged particle transport, 
neutrons, and bremsstrahlung radiation. The code provides three energy conversion processes: 
direct conversion to electricity, thermal conversion, and conversion by both methods 
simultaneously. 

The code accounts for six ion species: protons, deuterium @), tritium Q, 3He, 4He, and 
an impurity. It determines the density of these species as a fraction of the deuterium density. 
The density of deuterium is based on either the p (plasma pressure/magnetic field pressure) limit 
or an input fixed averaged fuel density. The total ion pressure includes a contribution from a 
slowing-down distribution of fusion products. 

WISC provides several search options. In these, the code changes a parameter(s) so that 
the net electricd power converges to a desirable value, usually lo00 MW,. The FRC version has 
additional options, to converge to: a desired neutron wall load, the rotating magnetic field 0 
current-drive power, or a specified injection power. During a run the user may change the values 
of the input variables. Calculated results are displayed on the screen and may be saved to an 
output file if desired. 

The WISC code is a modification of RAGE3 (Reactor Analysis by Gil Emert) .  RAGE3 
had tokamak physics exclusively, which has been minimally changed in the WISC version. The 
option of whether to run the tokamak version or the FRC version is set by using preprocessor 
macros (changing the #ifdef statement in the device.h file). The code must be recompiled each 
time the #ifdef statement is reset. 

Below we describe the physics and engineering models contained in WISC. Our focus is 
on the FRC physics; the tokamak version is s&ilar. The units in the code are SI except for 
temperature and energy, which are in keV. 
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3.2 Nomenclature 

This section contains a list of variables used in formulas, plus their names in the 
computer code, units, and definitions. 

3.2.1 Subscripts 

The subscript i on some of the variables represents a label for an ion species. The 
subscripts are the same for background ions as well as the fast ions. The identifications are as 
follows: 

- # Ion Species 

1 proton 
2 deuterium 
3 helium3 
4 alpha 
5 tritium 

- 6  impurity 

3.2.2 Variables 

Name in 
Symbol - code 

beta 
avbeta 
delb 
delc 
deledge 
delm 
dels 
deltot 

€0 

71 

q e f l  

%berm etatherm 

Ywof 

Y W  reflect 
IE var-kap 

cureff 
etadir 

.__ Units 

m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
F m-' 
ohm m 

Definition 

ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure 
Barnes beta 
blanket radial thickness 
coil cryostat radial thickness 
edge-Iayer radial thickness 
coil radial thickness 
shield radial thickness 
total radial thickness (first wall to coil outer edge) 
vacuum permittivity 
first-wall resistivity 
current drive efficiency 
direct conversion efficiency 
thermal conversion efficiency 
electron temperature profile factor 
ion temperature profile factor 
first-wall reflectivity 
radial profile parameter in FRC profiles 
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kappa-FRC 
m 
m 

ce 
cr 

mbar 

var-sig 
taue 
taup 
tslow 
apcoil 
awall 
bc 

ec 
a 1  
ai1 
ttail 

fhole 
impconc 
finj 

htgmag 
eYeP 
djbar. 
djbarm 
ktherma 
length 
mddn 
mdtn 
wblkt 
wcoil 
wshld 
wsM 

ZUllU 

H m-' 
m 

S 

S 

S 

m2 
m2 
T 
c .  
keV 
keV 
keV 
keV 

J s  
MW/m 
A 
A/m2 
A/m2 

m 

m3 
m3 
m3 
m3 

FRC elongation 
De Broglie wavelength 
Debye length 
electron Coulomb logarithm 
ion Coulomb logarithm 
normalized ion mass 
average ion mass 

external-field ion gyroradius 
radial structure parameter in FRC profiles 
energy confinement time 
particle confinement time 
fast ion slowing down time 
coil cross-sectional area 
area of first wall 
external magnetic field 
electron charge 
critical energy for fast ion slowing down 
energy of ion species i (fusion product) 
birth energy of fast ion 
energy of the enhanced deuteron tail 
fraction of fast ion energy to background electrons 
fraction of the wall for waveguides 
impurity concentration fraction of the ion density 
fraction of the injection power going into the ions 
fraction of a fast ion energy going into background ions 
Planck's constant 
nuclear heating of the magnet per unit length 
total coil current 
coil average current density 
maximum allowed coil average current density 
option for energy conversion process 
length of separatrix 
D-D neutron energy mult factor for blanketlshield 
D-T neutron energy mult factor for blanketlshield 
blanket mass 
magnet mass 
shield mass 
support structure mass 

47r (lo-' ) Hm-' 
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amu[i] 
nuwtaus 
denel 
avdene 
denfix 
den[i] 
avdeni 
den[O] 

dentail 
press 
pbrems 
Fry0 
pfusel 
pelect 
avpfast 
pegross 

kg 

IO'' mS3 
10'' m-3 
lo2' m-3 
lo2' m-3 
1 020 m-3 
lo2' m-3 

amU 

keV/m3 
Mw 
Mw 
Mw 
Mw 
keV/m3 
Mw 

housepower Mw 

pneutdd 
pneutdt 
PWC 
pumpower 
precirc 
RMFpow 
PWCh 
pthennal 
pfustot 
ptrans 

walload 

rc 
rs 

tauratio 
nv 

Mw 
Mw 
Mw 
Mw 
Mw 
Mw 
Mw 
Mw 
Mw 
Mw 
Mw 
M w  
Mw 
Mw 

m 
m 
m 

electron mass 
mass of ion species i 
wave drag coefficientftauslow 
electron density 
average electron density . 
average fuel ion density 
density of ion species i 
average ion density 
total ion density 
density profile 
density of the fast deuteron tail 
allowed plasma pressure 
bremsstrahlung power 
cryoplant power 
fusion power going to electrons 
net electrical power 
fast ion pressure 
gross electric power 
housekeeping power 
electron-ion rethermalization power transfer 
injected power 
neutron power from D-D reactions 
neutron power from D-T reactions 
magnetic heating power 
pumping power 
recirculating power 
rotating magnetic field power 
synchrotron power 
thermal power 
total charged-particle fusion power 
transport power 
electron transport power 
neutron walload 
energy per fusion reaction (charged particle) 
conducting wall inner radius 
separatrix radius 
first wall radius 
ratio of particle to energy confinement time 
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helratio 
ratio[i] 

sigv[i] 

tritratio 
transratio 

te 
ti 
CapS 
uauxhfw 
ublkt 
ucoil 
ushld 
ustrt 

vblkt 
vchamber 
vpcoil 
vshld 
vstrt 
vtot 
vol 
vprime[i] 

sepratio 
wallrat 
zcrit 
zeff 
z2eff 
Z[il 
ze 

-.o 

m3 s-' 
m3 s-l 
m 

m3 s-' 
keV 
keV 

$/we 
m3 
m3 
m3 
m3 
m s-.* 
m s-l 
m3 
m3 
m3 
m3 
m3 
m3 
m3 

ratio of helium-3 to deuterium 
ratio of ion species i density to deuterium density 
fusion reaction rate for reaction i 
average reaction rate for reaction type i 
0-point radius 
ratio of tritium to deuterium 
ratio of ion to electron energy confinement 
fast tail fusion reaction rate 
electron temperature 
ion temperature 
FRC! radial structure function 
unit cost of injected power 
blanket unit cost 
magnet unit cost 
shield unit cost 
support structure unit cost 
speed of a fast ion at the critical energy 
speed of a fast ion at birth 
blanket volume 
chamber volume 
magnet volume 
shield volume 
total volume of support structure for all systems 
total volume to outside of magnets 
plasma volume 
dimensionless volume element at flux surface i 
vo/vc 

ratio of separatrix to conducting wall radius 
ratio of conducting wall to first wall radius 
control constant for specified accuracy 
effective charge 
density-weighted charge squared 
charge of ion species i 
slowing down charge 
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3.3 Description of the WISC code 

Species or array Mass, 
element number Ion species amu 

1 proton 1. 
2 deuterium 2 
3 helium-3 3 
4 alpha 4 

3.3.1 Initialization 

Charge, 

1 
1 
2 
2 

Z 

After the user has entered the desired input, the code initializes quantities that never 
change and sets up the ion species. The code also makes initial guesses for various parameters 
that need an initial value. These initial guesses will be changed during the calculations. The 
initialization is performed in the routine initial(). 

An ion species is assigned a number, which is also an array element index. For example, 
the mass of deuterium, whose index is 2, is amu[2], and likewise den[2] is its density. The 
identification of ion species appears in Table 3-1. Note that the charge and relative concentration 
of the impurity species is an input parameter, and its mass is assumed to be twice its charge. 

The code includes four reactions: 3He(d,p)4He, D(d,n)3He, D(d,p)T, and T(d,n,)4He. The 
identification index of the reactions is shown in Table 3-2. The energies of charged fusion 
products are constant, and their identification is shown in Table 3-3. 

Quantities requiring initial values are shown in Table 3-4. The density of 3He, tritium, 
and impurities are n3 = &%, n5 = 4n,, n6 = (% + n3 + % ) f i  respectively. The electron 

5 
6 

density, total ion density, and average ion mass are given by 
6 '  

ne = C Z i n i  
i=l 

tritium 5 1 
impurity 2 x z[6] input 

Table 3-1: Index, Mass, and Charge of Plasma Species. 
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Table 3-2: Fusion Reactions Included. 

Reaction 
identification 

Fusion 
reactions 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Table 3-3: Charged Fusion Products and Their Energies. 

3He(d,P)4He 

D(d,p)T 
D(d,n)3He 

T( d,n)4He 

Table 3-4: Typical Initial Guesses for Parameters. 

Parameter 

r e  

TP 

5 (protons) 

n4 (alphas) 
7 w  

33.2 Charge 

Typical initial 
guess . 

10.0 
10.0 
0.0 
0.0 

1.0-fh 

Some formulas, such as that for bremsstrahlung radiation, require an eflective charge. 
The effective charge is related to the density, which changes, and therefore is calculated 
whenever needed. The effective charge is calculated in the routine zeffecto. The effective 
charge may be written as 

1 0 
n,Z? 

(4) 
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Two other ch,arge-related quantities required are ZZefl and 2,. The routine z2effect0 calculates 
the number: 

i 4  

Z, is related to the slowing down of the fast ions. Fast ions in the plasma interact with 
background ions and electrons through Coulomb collisions. The process causes the fast ions to 
slow down, lose their energy, and heat the background plasma. The number Z, is the effective 
energy transfer charge for this slowing down and rethermalization process. The routine zslow() 
calculates Z, for a multi-species plasma. The formula for 2, is 

333 Coulomb logarithm 

The Coulomb logarithm (or Coulomb log) accounts for the cumulative small angle 
scattering and the rare large angle deflection in Coulomb collisions. The Coulomb log is the 
natural log of the ratio between the maximum collision impact parameter and the minimum 
collision impact parameter. The maximum impact parameter is generally tiiken to be the Debye 
length because, due to Debye shielding, the Coulomb force is negligible beyond the Debye 
length. The minimum impact parameter can be either of two scale lengths. One of these is the 
de Broglie wavelength accounting for quantum mechanical effects: The other accounts for large 
angle scattering occurring when the potential interaction energy is comparable to the kinetic 
energy of the charged particle. The minimum impact parameter is the larger of the de Broglie 
wavelength and the large-angle scattering length. Two Coulomb logarithms that are calculated 
in the code are the electron Coulomb log and the ion Coulomb log between fast ions and 
background ions. 

The electron-ion Coulomb log, which is the same for ion-electron interactions, is 
calculated in the elcod() routine. There are several expressions for the electron Coulomb log 
depending on the electron temperature, the ion temperature, the mass of the ion, and the charge 
of the ion. The relevant electron Coulomb log expression in our units is 

A, = 14.8 - In( ne " 1  z-1 (7) 

For fast ions such as 3.5 MeV alphas and 14.7 MeV protons the de Broglie wavelength is more 
applicable. This might not be true when the fast ion has slowed down to thermal energy. We 
will use the de Broglie wavelength since the initial slowing down time 'plays a role in 
determining the fast ion pressure. We can obtain the ion Coulomb log by combining b e e  
equations, the Debye length, the de Broglie wavelength, and the energy of the fast ion. 

AD =F 2n,e2 
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U P  

A, =- 

m .t? 
Ei =2 

(9) 

where v is the speed of the fast ion and mi is its mass. Combining the equations gives us the ion 
Coulomb log as 

We can use the average ion mass in the reduced mass. Plugging in constants, we obtain the ion 
Coulomb log as 

The ion Coulomb log is calculated in the routine ioncoul(). 

3.3.4 Geometric and density-parameters 

The paramso routine calculates various geometric and density parameters that vary with 
each case, but not within an iteration for the electron temperature or density. This routine is also 
where the’ array for profiles is set up for doing integration. Formulas for the geometric quantities 
are shown in Table 3-5. 

The FRC profiles used are not true equilibria but are quasi-equilibria and an extension of 
the rigid rotor. The equilibria are assumed to be elongated so that pressure balance holds in the 
form 

(Br w 0, B M 4 

The resulting profiles follow: 

Magnetic field: B(r,z) = B, tanh U 

Current density: j,(r;z) = -- B,” 2r uf wch2u 
2j4, R2 (2) 

Pressure: p(r,z) = pm sech2U ( pm = 51 
Density: n(r,z) = %(1?.)” = %(sech U)y7 

Pm 

Temperature: T(r,z) = Trn[$l7-” = T,(aechU) x7-1y7 

The adiabatic index y is the ratio of the heat capacity at constant pre sure to the heat capacity 2.; 
constant volume, taken to be 4/3. The electron and ion temperatures may have different peak 
value but are assumed to have the same profile. The functions R = R m  and U = U CUI give the 
axial structure and the radial structure respectively. More explicitly we have 
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UcU) = n tanh”au = 4(-) n 

U/ = d Uldu = n/( 1 - u2u2 ) 

u = r2/R2 (z) - 1 

0 20 

Here u is the conventional minor radius variable, &, is the radius where B, = 0 .  The 0-point 
radius, R,, , is related to the separatrix radius through the relation r, = &A. Two parameters, 
n and o , specify the radial structure. The rigid rotor case is recovered in the limit u 4 0. 

These profiles are in terms of (r,z). For volume averaging we need to integrate over the 
volume. Fortunately we can reduce the multiple integral over the various variables into a single 
variable integration. We do this by converting the volume integral into an integral over the 
minor radius variable u. We now show one way of converting the multiple integral to the single 
integral. 

Consider a small volume element, dV = ?rr2dz, and since r is a function of u and z, we 
can integrate over z to get the volume in terms of u. Writing this out explicitly we get 

dV 8d@, 
du 10 

where - = - = 2m:L,. 

For any function f ( r , z )  = f < u >  we can integrate over u as 

The limit on the minor radius variable is -1 5 u 5 1. At the z = o plane, u = o corresponds to 
the 0-point radius, u = -1 corresponds to the z-axis, and u = 1 is the separatrix radius. 

For profiles such as the current density we need to integrate over an area. We can 
perform an analogous procedure to the volume for the change of variable. That is, for a small 
area element, dA = 2rdz gives 

1.7484La j -  
A(u) c2( ) u + l  

The profiles are too complicated to perform analytically and, as a result, numerical 
approximations are a necessity. This routine sets up the value of the profile at a specified point. 
Each point is an element of an array. In the code we work with dimensionless volume so that 
dV/du or VI is actually divided by the FRC volume, which is represented in the code by 
vprime[i]. The integral is approximated using Simpson’s rule. Quantities appearing inside the 
integral below have profiles in them while those outside the integral are constants. 

. 
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The routine paramso also returns the allowed plasma pressure. The allowed plasma 
pressure for the FRC is currently set to be the product of the external magnetic pressure with the 

rC 

r, 

- 

x: 
2 '  Barnes beta, 1 - - 

xwrw conducting wall radius 
XaG separatrix radius 

Table 3-5: Various Geometric Quantities. 

A 

I Symbol 1 Formulas I Geometric quantity I 

2xrw (+) area of the first wall 

Barnes beta 

VO 
- 4 rrw2 (+) 
5 FRC plasma volume 

3.3.5 Slowing down 

The slowing down time is defined as the reciprocal of the Coulomb collision frequency 
between the fast moving ions with background electrons. This is equivalent to two times the 
reciprocal of the energy loss rate of fast ions to background electrons. The slowing down time in 
mathematical form is 

where the charge and mass of the ions refer to the fast ions and not the background ions. In 
terms of the units consistent with the code we get 

3/2 0.2z mi 
T8 = 

l Z!n, A, 
The slowing down time of the fast ions is calculated inside the tauslow() routine. 

33.6 Critical energy 

When the energy of the fast ion is above the critical energy, the fast ion transfers most of 
its energy to the background electrons and when the energy of the fast ion is below the critical 
energy, most of the fast ion's energy goes into the background ions. The ecrito routine 
calculates this critical energy. The equation for the energy loss of a fast-ion test particle is 
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where v r  is the energy loss rate of a fast ion colliding with background species a: ,  and E, is the 
critical energy. The critical energy is 

where mi is again the mass of the fast ions and not the mass of the background ions. Simplifying 
the constants and putting in the proper units for the code, we get 

33.7 Fast energy fraction going to ions 

A fast ion loses its energy as it slows dbwn, and some of this energy goes into the 
background ions. 
background ions as is done in the ionfracto routine in the code. There are very few neutrals 
present in the system so we may'neglect the loss of fast ion energy due to charge exchange. The 
fraction of fast ion energy that goes to the background ions is the ratio of the energy of the fast 
ion given to the background ions to the energy of the fast ion when it first .born. We can write 
this as 

Here we calculate the fraction of the fast ion's energy going into the . 

where v? is the energy loss rate of species i to background species a:. The birth energy of the 
fast ion is shown in Table 3-3. The time integral goes from zero to the time when the energy of 
the fast ion has slowed down to thermal energy and become part of the background distribution. 
W e  now perform the integral. An equivalent form for the fraction going to the background ions 
is 

2 = -gum(z) - z  
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The lower limit of the integral corresponds to the fast ion having no speed left after it has 
transferred all its energy. This is only an approximation since the fast ion slows down to as low 
as the background energy. Since the birth energy is very much larger than the background 
energy, our approximation introduces only a small error. The factor gam(z) is evaluated in the 
gam0 routine with z = zC being sent to the routine. Finally the fraction of the energy of the fast 
ion going into the electron is fhd = 1 - fh . 
33.8 Fusion reaction rate 

The sighs0 routine calculates the fusion reaction rate in m3/s. The reactions are 
identified in Table 3-2 and Table 3-6. The expression used for the reaction rate is 

(33) 
-e 

Th(l+qm%+TL% +T&t+) where e = . Numerical values for bg, mc, and 5 ...% are shown 
1 - Ton% - T&c4 - T&c6 

in Table 3-6 and Table 3-7. 

Table 3-6: Constants in Fusion Reaction Rate Equations. 
. 

Table 3-7: Constants in Fusion Reaction Rate Equations (continued). 

33.9 Fast ion pressure 

The averfastpress0 routine evaluates the volume averaged fast ion pressure in units of 
lo2' keV/m3 summed over all reactions. The general form is 
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pfu = -Ecr8f 2 (xc ) sn in jR , ,V 'du  
3 (34) 

'where f ( x C )  is evaluated in the gam() routine. The actual citlculation for the local fast ion 
pressure is done in the fastionpress() routine. There is an extra factor of Yz for the D-D reaction 
in order to avoid double counting. The fast ion species involved are shown in Table 3-3. For 
14.7 MeV protons and 3.67 MeV alphas from D-3He and 3.52 MeV alphas from D-T reactions, 
we need to take the fast tail into account. The hot ion mode modifies xC to xC = xc#Fq-and 
enhanced p,& by a factor of ?/(I+ nt)y3 . 
3.3.10 Energy confinement time . 

The energyconfJXC() routine calculates the FRC energy confinement time, using one of 

Hoffman scaling 

four energy confinement time scalings. These are: 
. 

(35) 
2 1.35 

TE = 1.3(lO")(T, + %)[%) modified Hoffman scaling (36) 
2 1.35 

rE '= 1.3 ( lo-' )multiplier multiplier scaling I pi0 1 
rE = Ryzbkov scaling 

(37) 

The ion gyroradius depends on the external magnetic field and the peak temperature. It is 

(39) perpendicular velocity 6 qii = 0.00323- - - 
= cyclotron frequency <e>Z f f B  z ffBc 

P 

33.11 Particle confinement time 

Currently the code has three p&ticle confinement time scalings. These scalings are 
located in the particleconf() routine. The confinement scaling times are the Hoffman, the 
modified Hoffman, and a multiple of the energy confinement time: 

Hoffman scaling (40) 

Tp = 2.1(10-5)(+ + E) (;r - modified Hoffman scaling (41) 

Tp = &re  multiplier (42) 
The ion gyroradius, is based on the external magnetic field and the peak temperature. 
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33.12 Hot-ion tail density 

The taildensityo routine calculates the density of the fast deuteron tail. The tail density 
for D-3He and D-T reactions respectively is 

d3 
nta, (43) 

The value erfc() is the complementary error function. The complementary error function is 
approximated as 

where x is the argument and the constants po, 4 ... are given in Table 3-8. 

Table 3-8: Constants for Approximating the Complementary Error Function. 
0.47047 

0.3480242 

-0.0958798 

I a4 I 0.7478556 1 
33.13 Charged particle fusion power 

The WISC code accounts for the four main fusion reactions shown in Table 3-2. The 
fuspowefl routine calculates the total charged-particle fusion power for the four reactions. The 
fusion power for each reaction is shown in Table 3-9. Note that each reaction has its own 
reaction rate despite the same notation. The total fusion power, p t o t ,  is the sum of these terms. 
The fast deuteron tail adds an additional term to the D-3He and D-T charged-particle fusion 
power. 
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33.14 Fusion power going to electrons 

alphas from D-3He reactions 

3He from D-D reaction 

protons from D-D reaction 

tritium from D-D reactions 

alphas from D-T reactions 

The routine fuspowel() calculates the fusion power deposited into electrons. The power 
transfer to electrons from each ion species is shown in Table 3-10. The total fusion power going 
to the electrons, pcleet is the sum of all these terms. The pi ’s, where i is an integer from one to 
four, are found in Table 3-9. 

* E2 
El + E, 

p2-t ee 

E4 

E5 

P3fekct E + E  
4 5  

p3fekct E4 + E5 

Table 3-9: Formulas for Fusion Power. 

I p3 I 

Table 3-10: Fusion Power Deposited into Electrons. 

l+n ,  E, + E ,  protons from D-3He reactions 

33.15 Bremsstrahlung power 

This bremsstrahlung() routine evaluates the bremsstrahlung radiation power with 
The power per unit volume with relativistic correction due to relativistic corrections. 

bremsstrahlung is 
zaibreml + (0.001552d + 0.00414)kibrern2 

+7.15(10-8)z$ ibrem3 + 0.712 en i b r e r n y a  
pb em [TI. MW = 0 . 0 0 5 3 n e a  
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To get the total power we integrate over the volume. The ibrem's are routines calculating the 
profiles. We have 

ibreml = snkf J G V ' d u  (47) 

3.3.16 Rotating magnetic field current drive power 

The rotating magnetic field power current-drive (RMF power) is the power required to 
replace the magnetic energy dissipation caused by resistive friction. The expression for the RMF 
power is 

Pmf = J q i 2 d v  

U 
l + U  

(1 - ~ % 2 ) c o s h 4 ( ~ a r c t a n h c o u ~  
= 7.958 (10' ) qBzoKJ 

where j ,  and 
Spitzer resistivity and may be written as 

are the current density and the resistivity respectively. The resistivity is the 

3.257 ( ) ze& 

T,"/" r l =  

The RMF power from this formula is in the kilowatt range. The actual RMF power, however, 
including non-ideal effects, should be in the megawatt range. A parametric factor of 200 was 
arbitrarily added to get the RMF power into the megawatt range. The RMF power is calculated 
in the rmfcal() routine. 

33.17 Synchrotron power 

The synpower() routine calculates the power due to synchrotron radiation. The 
synchrotron power is believed to be very small in a low magnetic field and high beta system such 
as the FRC. There are no well-developed theories for synchrotron radiation loss for the FRC: 
Consequently we ignore the power loss due to synchrotron radiation in the FRC version. 
Zeroing out the synchrotron power is expected to give a small error. 

33.18 Transport power 

The charged particle transport power is evaluated inside the transport() routine. The 
transport power is simply 

3v0 J(niq + ne% v'du 
Pq = -j- 

re 
This is the same as the thermal energy divided by energy confinement time. 

(53) . 
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33.19 Electron temperature 

The electron temperature can be obtained from the electron power balance equation. The 
equation for electron power balance is 

E?, + p&d + (1- fbj)Pin;i  = PW + P* + piam (54) 

where 

The various powers scale with the electron temperature as 

P L ~  = a&!"' (61) 

(62) 
So we rewrite the electron power balance as 

acT, - abqm + T' (a8ZSp + - phd - (1 - f inj)p&&) = 0 

This equation is solved for the electron temperature using a root fmding routine. The 
coefficients are evaluated each time through the loop. The electron temperature is calculated in 
the eltemp() routine. 

3.360 Density 

The densi$oop() routine calculates a self-consistent density of plasma species. These 
are then used to calculate the various power terms and electron temperature. The density of the 
various ion species is of the form ni = R,ni where R, is shown in Table 3-1 1. The fractional 
change of the deuterium density is not allowed to be larger than the control constant z ~ .  Other 
quantities, which densityloop also calculates, are shown in Table 3-12. 
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Table 3-11: Density Ratios. 

i I 4 

I s npf VI du 

2 1  1 

5 (le9 ) ( u u ) ~  

[nmOfVldu + (1020)%~p tau)i 
minimumof Rhd or 3 

4 1  
5 ( 10lg ) T ~ %  tuv)3 

snpofVldu + (1O2')TP% (uv)4 RQtOv, 
minimumof k.t or 

5 1  

Table 3-12: Miscellaneous Density-Related Quantities. 

Quantity I Formula 

ne npf  Vldu 

3.3.21 Edge plasma 

The edge plasma thickness is approximated by 
Aedge = rw - r, 9 

. which ignores end effects. 
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3.3.22 BIanket 

The blanket thickness has been calculated to satisfy the simultaneous constraints of 
tritium breeding and heat transfer. The resulting blanket thickness is 0.7 m. The blanket volume 
and mass, which depend on the first-wall radius, are given by \ 

V, = T L (2Abrw + A,") (64) 

and 

3.3.23 Shield 

The shield thickness algorithm is 
A# = + v o g l 0 r n 9  (66) 

where As is the shield thickness, A,o is the shield thickness for the reference wall loading, 
r,=1 MW/m2, and & is the shield thickness for a 10-fold reduction in the neutron flux. The key 
criterion for this algorithm is that the full-lifetime radiation dose to the epoxy magnet insulators 
is less than lo9 rads. The shield volume and mass are given by 

V = n L ( 2 A r  + A )  (67) 

and 

3.3.24 Magnets 

The coil cross-sectional area is given by the ratio of the coil current to the coil current 
density: 

(69) A , = -  1, 
j 

The coil current density is constrained to be below a maximum value, typically 
50MA/m2. This value has been achieved in the LHD magnets with a peak magnetic field of 
6.9 T at the coils and a maximum inner dimension of 3.9 m? 

3.3.25 Total radial build 

The total radial build thickness is given by 
c 

. 
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3.3.26 Net power 

The netpow(0) routine calculates the net electric power: 
Pnd = PFoa - Pm~irc - P k j / V d  (71) 

The power flow appears in Figure 3-1. The various terms are shown in Table 3-13. The neutron 
wall load is also calculated. The wall load does not include the neutron energy multiplication 
factor. The neutron wall load is 

(72) 

Synchrotron radiation 

Neutrons Bremsstrahlung Charged particles 
PS 

Plasma 
Fusion power 

pb ps 

conversion 

Figure 3-1: Plasma power flow for an FRC fusion power plant. 
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Table 3-13: Power Terms Used in Calculating Net Electric Power. 

Quantity 

Pnuc 

Pr circ 
Pgrodd 

Formula 

33.27 Miscellaneous power 

The miscpow() routine calculates various miscellaneous quantities such as the neutron 
power with the neutron energy multiplication factor. The ignition margin and the Q-value are, 
respectively, 

(74). Q=-- Pb 
4 n j  

The system efficiency is 

\ (75) 
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4 Reference Case and APEX Liquid-Wall Cases 

Separatrix length, m 
Core plasma volume, m3 
First-wall area, m2 . 

4.1 Reference case 

20 
220 
25 1 

Table 4-1 shows plasma and geometry parameters for the reference case of the present 
study. Table 4-2 shows engineering and power parameters for the study. If liquid walls prove 
possible, the power densities might reach even higher levels, as shown by Table 4-3 and Table 
4-4, which were generated for the APEX study.' Note that the studies were done at somewhat 
different times, so various assumptions differ, notably the thermal efficiency. 

Ion temperature ave., keV 
Ion density ave., m-3 

Table 4-1: Systems Code Reference Case Plasma and Geometry Parameters for the D-T 
FRC Power Plant Engineering Scoping Study. 

- 
24 

1 .5X1O2O 

I First wall radius, m I 2 I 

Tritium density fraction 
Alpha particle density fraction 
Helium-3 density fraction 
Proton density fraction 
Impurity density fraction 

Impurity z 
zeff 

I Separatrix radius, m I 1.87 I 

0.47 
0.04 
10" 
10" 
0.0 1 

8 
1.6 

~~ ~ ~~ 

y for quasi-equilibrium 
K for quasiequilibrium 

S 

S*/E 

CJ for quasi-equilibrium 

1.33 
0.69 
0.99 
38 
14 

I Electron density ave., m-3 I 1 .7~10~"  I 

EnergY confinement time, s 
Ash particle confinement time, s 

I Deuterium density fraction . I 0.47 1 

~~ ~~~ 

1.1 
2.3 

I Volume-averaged beta I 0.56 I 
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Table 4-2: Systems Code Reference Case Engineering and Power Parameters for the D-T 
FRC Power Plant Engineering Scoping Study. 

Vacuum magnetic field, T 
Blanket thickness, m 

2.4 
1.45 

~ ~ 

Shield thickness, m 
Cryostat width, m 
Coil thickness, m 
Ave. coil current density, MA/m2 
Coil stored energy, GJ 

I Neutron wall load, MW/m2 I ' 5.7 I 

0.61 
0.05 
0.038 

50 
4.7 

I Surface heat load, MW/m2 I 0.12 I 
~ ~~ 

Bremsstrahlung radiation power, MW 
Charged-particle transport power, M W  
Input power, MW 
Fusion power, MW 

Total thermal power, M W  
Thermal conversion efficiency 

Crvoolant Dower. MWe 

Ave. neutron energy multiplication 

Gross electric power, MWe 

I Neutron power, MW 
~ ~~ 

31 
367 
40 

1785 
1.2 

21 14 
0.52 
1099 
35 

I ~ 1427-- 

Housekeeping power, W e  10 
Recirculating power fraction 0.090 

- Assumed plant availability 0.80 
1092 

Shield mass, Mg 742 
Magnet mass, M g  170 

First wall and blanket mass, Mg (tonne) 

I 

~ ~ 

Fusion core mass, Mg 
Mass power density, kWe/Mg 
Net electric bower. MWe 

~~ ~~~~ 

2305 
430 
1000 

I Auxiliaiy power, MWe I 53 I 

' I structure mass, MIT I 301 I 
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4.2 APEXcase 

Impurity density fraction 
Impurity z 
Zeff 

Table 4-3: Comparison of Systems Code Reference Case and APEX Case' Plasma and 
Geometry Parameters. 

0.01 0.01 
8 8 
1.6 1.54 

I I ThisStudv I APEX I 

s parameter 38 16 
S * E  14 19 
Volume-averaged beta 0.56 0.88 
Energy confinement time, s 1.1 0.37 

I 

. 

I Proton density fraction I lo4 I 10-4 I 

1 Ash particle confinement time, s I 2.3 I 0.73 I 
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Table 4-4:' Comparison of Systems Code Reference Case and APEX Case' Engineering and 
Power Parameters. 
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ABSTRACT 

An Engineering Scoping Study of .a Field-Reversed 
Configuration (FRC) burning D-T fuel is being 
performed by the Universities of Wisconsin, 
Washington, and Illinois. The effort concentrates on 
tritium-breeding blanket design, shielding, radiation 
damage, activation, safety, environment, plasma 
modeling, current drive, plasma-surface interactions, 
economics, and systems integration. A systems 
analysis code will serve as the key tool in defining 
a reference point for detailed physics and engineering 
calculations plus parametric variations. Advantages 
of the cylindrical geometry and high p (plasma 
pressure/magnetic-field pressure) are evident. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Field-reversed configuration (FRC) power plants 
appear likely to provide an excellent balance between 
potential reactor attractiveness and technical 
development risk. In .particular, (1) the linear, 
cylindrical FRC geometry facilitates the design of 
tritium-breediig blankets, shields, magnets, and 
input-power systems, and (2) the high FRC p ' 

(plasma pressure/magnetic field pressure) increases 
the plasma power density and allows a compact 
reactor design. The surface heat flux is moderate, 
however, because much of the fusion power is carried 
by the plasma flowing to the end chamber walls. 
The present research project investigates critical 
h e s  for FRC fusion power plants, concentrating 
mainly on engineering areas. The issues being 
studied include tritium-breeding blanket design, 
radiation damage, activation, safety, environment, 

. 

shield design, economics, plasma particle aqd power 
balance, current drive, plasma-surface interactions, 
and systems integration. Both D-T and D-3He fuels 
appear likely to perform well in FRC power plants, 
but the focus of the present study is on D-T fuel. 

With regard to fusion development, the 
FRC provides a good balance between physics 
uncertainty and engineering attractiveness. The 
trade-offs among physics, - engineering, safety, and 
environmental considerations have only recently 
gained prominence-partly due to the difficulties 
encountered when the fusion community realistically 
faced engineering issues in designing ITER. While 
the physics obstacles on the FRC development path 
should not be underestimated, excellent progress is 
being made by the small worldwide FRC research 
community.1 The key physics issues include operation 
at large s (average number of radial gyroradii), 
startup with reasonable power, and sustainment. 
From an engineering standpoint, an FRC burning 
D-T fuel appears capable of being built with 
near-term technology to a large extent. The 
main exceptions are the materials used for the . 
6rst wall, blanket, and shield, which will be 
subject to high neutron fluences with consequent 
radiation damage and activation. If the more 
difEcult physics requirements of D-sHe fuel can be 
achieved, essentially all necessary FRC technology 
appears to be in hand, benefits would be gained 
from direct conversion, and environmental and safety 
characteristics would be substantially i m p r ~ v e d . ~  

Excellent recent progress in FRC physics 
motivates the present work and makes the 
research especially timely. Highlights include 
indications that natural minimum-energy FRC states 
exist, demonstration of stability to global MHD 

1 
s-. . 



modes, stable operation at moderate s (plasma 
radius/average gyroradius), startup by merging two 
spheromaks to  form an FRC, and current drive by 
rotating magnetic fields. 

11. OBJECTIVE AND TASKS 

The objective of the present scoping study is to 
investigate the critical engineering issues for D-T 
FRC electric power plants. The main tasks involved 
in this research and the institutions with primary 
responsibility are: 

0 University of Wisconsin 

Coordination 

Systems analysis and economics 

Tritium-breeding blanket design 

Radiation shielding and damage 

Activation, safety, and environment 

0 University of Washington 

0 Plasmamodeling 

OCurrentdrive , 

0 University of Illinois . 
0 Plasma-surface interactions 

0 Plasma exhaust handling 

If time and resources p q i t ,  other areas will be 
investigated. Those with the potential for having 
an important positive or negative impact on the 
design include maintenaxice, high-T, superconducting 
magnets, energy conversion, Iiquid-metal first walls, 
and systems integration. 

111. STATUS 

The status of the study as of June, 1998, which is 
about nine months into the two-year project, is as 
follows: 

0 The University of Wisconsin systems code, 
which was written initially for .tokamaks, 

has been modified to include FRC physics, 
engineering, and economics based on University 
of Washington physics models and University of 
Wisconsin engineering and economics models. 

0 The University of Wisconsin is developing an 
innovative tritium breeding blanket concept 
and evaluating the possible use of previously 
published blanket designs. 

0 The University of Wisconsin is assessing 
options for radiation shielding and evaluating 
required shield thicknesses. 

0 The University of Washington has generated 
plasm&physics and current-drive models. These 
will be refined as the study progresses. 

0 The University of Illinois. is investigating 
plasma-surface interactions and plasma exhaust 
handling. 

L 

. 

A. Plasma and Current Drive Modeling 

The initial calculations use relatively simple 
quasi-equilibrium profles: 

1 
. r2 

R2 U ( T , Z )  I - - 

p ( r , z )  = p,sech2u (6) 
n(r,z)  = n,(sech~)~fl (7) 
T(r,  z) = T'(sech U)2(r-1)/r (8) 

where {r, 8, z }  define a cylindrical coordinate system, 
a = 2 3 R ~  = separatrix radius, b = FRC half length, 
& = radius of the 0-point at the midplane, j = 
current density, p = pressure, n = density, T = 
temperature, c = speed of light, Be = external 
magnetic field, and the subscript rn signifies the 
maximum value. IE and u are small shaping 
parameters, and I' N 4/3. 

.. 

Viable FRC startup and sustainment methods 
with reasonable input powers are being sought. The 
requirements for two promising methods, rotating- 
magnetic-field (RMF) current drive and merging 
spheromaks, are being determined and modeled. 



He Supply 

One-half View Section A-A 

Figure 1: One-half view and cmss section of a preliminary concept for the tritium-breeding blanket. 

B. Tritium-Breeding Blanket Design 

A tritium-breeding blanket for an FRC is in many 
ways simpler than for a tokamak. The extremely 
high tokamak magnetic fields lead to large toroidal 
field coils which, along with the toroidal geometry, 
reduce maintenance access and usually require 
splitting blanket modules into several submodules 
and translating them toroidally for removal. In an 
FRC, the cylindrical geometry and low magnetic 
field allow removal of single modules containing 
the first wall, blanket, shield, and magnets. If 
liquid-metal coolants are used, the MHD pressure 
drop will also be substantially reduced by the low 
magnetic field and short flow paths. A key question 
is whether it will be necessary to use materials 
requiring long-term development, such as Sic  or V, 
or use can be made of nearly off-the-shelf materials, 
such as low-activation ferritic and austenitic steels. 

We are pursuing parallel courses for scoping 
tritium-breeding blanket designs: (1) evaluate new 
ideas and (2) assess established concepts. Figure 1 
shows the initial blanket concept, which uses Liz0 
breeder, austenitic dr ferritic steel structure, and 
helium coolant. Stainless steel structure and water 

coolant would be used for the shield. Another 
possibility is use of the Mirror Advanced Reactor 
Study (MARS)3 blanket, shown in Fig. 2, with key 
parameters given in Table 1. This approach would 
take advantage of the geometrical similarity of FRC 
and tandem-mirror core regions. 

Figure 2: Cross section of the MARS tritium-breeding 
blanket. 



Table 1: Parameters for the MARS Blanket. 

Structure HT-9 Steel 

Coolant Li17 Pb83 

Breeder Li17 Pb83 

l-W 0.6 m 

rn , 4.3 W / m 2  

M . 1.36 

TBR 1.15 

77th 42% 

C. Plasma-Surface Interactions and Plasma 
Exhaust Handling 

Plasma-surface interactions are being studied in both 
the fusion core and end tanks. Most transport losses 
are along the magnetic field l ies  to an end tank or 
direct energy converter. There, flux tubes can be 
expanded to reduce heat fluxes and particle erosion 
of surfaces. Thus, while plasma exhaust issues are 
similar to those encountered in a tokamak divertor, 
in an FRC the ab&ty to employ larger surface areas 
significantly alleviates design difficulties. 

An important advantage of FRC power plants is 
that they are not subject to the type of disruption 
experienced by a tokamak, where the energy from 
the thermal quench gets deposited inside the fusion 
core chamber on divertor plates or the first wall. 
Analogous MHD instabilities in FRC’s will cause 
the plasma to flow dong the magnetic flux tube 
and deposit in an end tank, where the flux tube 
can be expanded to mitigate the effect and space 
exists for a more robust design. This avoids the 
tokamak’s extremely difficult divertor design problem 
and also helps keep material ablated by plasma-wall 
interactions caused by an instability from coating the 
fusion chamber in unpredictable locations. 

The steady-state heat flux on an FRC first 
wall results mainly from bremsstrahlung radiation, 
because almost all charged particles will follow 
magnetic flux tubes to the end tanks. Although 
the first wall surface heat loads resulting’ from the 
radiation will be -1 MW/m2, the heat flux will be 
fairly uniform, and the FRC should not experience 

Table 2: MINIMARS central cell parameters. 

Number of modules 24 

Module length 2.8 m 

Module radius 1.75 m 

Magnet thickness 0.06 m 

Peak B field 3.1 T 

Current density 37 U / m 2  

Current 30 kA 

the steady-state and much higher peak and average 
surface heat fluxes of the tokamak divertor. 

D. Radiation Shielding, Activation, Safety, and 
Environment 

Several neutronics and safety advantages exist for 
a D-T FRC. The FRC -geometry allows a high 
coverage fraction for tritium breeding and hence 
allows efficient breeding using a solid breeder 
with possibly no need for a beryllium multiplier. 
Eliminating the beryllium multiplier would allow 
the use of water inside the vacuum vessel while 
maintaining good safety by eliminating the risk of 
severe hydrogen production caused by the beryllium- 
water interaction. An FRC has no analogue to 
tokamak disruptions, thus providing a significant 
safety advantage by lowering the vulnerability to an 
accidental release of radioactivity. 

E. Magnets 

For the FRC magnets, the MINIMARS4 central-cell 
magnets, which were radially thin coils that cavered 
the tandem mirror central cell nearly uniformly, 
would be suitable for the present design. Parameters 
for the MINIMARS central-cell magnets are given in 
Table 2. Even more leverage would be gained by 
the use of high-temperature superconductors, which 
should be more robust against quenching and require 
less shielding, thereby allowing larger internal heat 
deposition by radiation. 
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Figure 3: FRC plasma and plant power pow. 

’ F. Systems Analysis and Economics 

The University of Wisconsin systems code contains 
plasma physics, engineering, and economics models, 
and its power flow model is illustrated in Fig. 3. The 
code is presently being benchmarked, and tradeoffs 
among various reactor design options are being 
assessed. 

IV. SUMMARY 

The high power density and cylindrical geometry 
of D-T FRC’s should allow them to overcome the 
major engineering obstacles facing D-T tokamaks. 
From a fusion energy development perspective, 
FRC’s occupy the important position of leading on 
the path of high power density and relatively simple, 
linear geometry that should speed engineering 
progress once the physics obstacles are overcome. 
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ABSTRACT 

A tritium-breeding blanket design is investigated for a 

The thrust of our initial effort on the blanket has beento 
seek solutions as close to present-day technology as 
possible, and we have therefore focused on steel structure 
with helium coolant. The simple FRC cylindrical 
geometry has allowed us reasonable success due to the low 
FRC magnetic field and relatively easy maintenance. In 
this design the breeder is Liz0 tubes. The design is 
modular with 10 modules each 2.5 m long. The inner 
radius of the first wall is 2.0 m and the F%Vblanket/shield 
thickness is about 2 m. The srrrface heat flux will be 
radiation dominated, fairly uniform, and relatively low, 
because most of the charged particles follow the magnetic 
flux tubes to the end walls. The neutron wall loading is 5 
MW/m2. In this design the surface heat flux equals 0.19 
MW/mz. The maximum Liz0 tube temperature is 1003OC. 
The helium exit temperature h m  the heat exchanger is 
about 8OOOC which allows a thermal efficiency of about 
52%. The local tritium breeding ratio (TBR) equals 1.1 
and is sufficient because in the FRC geometry the plasma 
has nearly full coverage. The helium pumping power is 1 
MW. The coolant routing is optimized to limit the steel 
maximum temperature to 635°C. The same concept would 
be applicable to a spherical torus and spheromak. 

a D-T Field-Reversed Configuration (FRC) scoping study. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A helium cooled solid heedex (LizO) is consided for 
the FRC first wall and blanket. oxide-dispersion 
strengthened (ODs) femtic steel (developed at Oak Ridge 
National Lab) is an advaud structural material consided 
for the reactor components. This new material is 
exceptionally creep-resistant compared with low activation 
femtic-martensitic (FM) steels at temperatures above 
600°C. Also, at Oak Ridge National Lab the adwnced 
material pigram is considering an alternative approach to 
developing dispersion-strengthened alloys with enhanced 
high-temperature creep resistance.' A new alloy designated 
A21 is being developed. The alloy is based on an Fe-Cr- 
Co-Ni-Mo-Ti-C composition. Initial property 

measurements show that, while the yield strength of A21 
is only slightly higher than that of conventional low- 
activation steel, the creep strength over the range 600°C to 
700°C is greatly improved over modified 9Cr-1Mo steel 
(T-91). Initial property measurements show that, at 650°C. 
the 10.000 hr rupture stress for the new steel is -100 MPa 
Compared to =15 MPa for a conventional 9Cr-1Mo steel. 

The FRC design is modular with a lengthlmodule of 
2.5 m. The total number of modules is 10. The solid 
breeder is Liz0 in the shape of tubes of 90% theoretical 
density. The cylindrical geometry of the FRC blanket 
(unlike the tokamak blanket) allows straight Li20 tubes to 
be used. The coolant and the purge gas is helium at an 
average pressure of 18 MPa. In &e first zone a single size 
LizO tube is used. The blanket consists of two zones, 
blanket-I and blanket-11, separated by two rows of steel 
tubes. The size of the Li20 tubes in different zones is 
determined mainly by the temperature limits on the LizO 
solid M e r .  The mmnmended maximum allowable 
temperature of the Li20 solid breeder is 1OOO"C for 
sintering and the minimum allowable temperature is 
400°C for tritium retention. The maximum temperature of 
the Liz0 tube's at any location of the reactor is determined 
from the thermal-hydraulics of the specific Li20 tube zone. 
The steady state nuclear heating in the merent zones is 
calculated with an average neutron wall loading of 5 
MW/mz. The surface heat flux is 0.19 MW/mz. The local 
tritium breeding ratio (TBR) equals 1.1 and is sufficient 
because in the FRC geometry the plasma has full 
coverage. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the radial build (used 
in nuclear calculations) of the FRC first zone. Table 1 
lists the distribution of the constituents of each component 
and the corresponding average nuclear heating in each zone. 

II. MECHANICAL, DESIGN OF THE FIRST WALL 
AND BLANKET OF THE FRC 

The FRC consists of a concentric system of cylinders 
with the plasma at the core. The inner diameter of the first 
wall is 4.0 m. The outer diameter of the shield is 8.08 m. 



0.75cm 17.25cm 0.75cm 
c 

First Wall 
(Steel = 8 %) 

N. Htg (Steel) = 
39.5 w/cm3 I I I  N. Htg (Steel) = f 

24.88 Wlcm3 

' I  Peak (Li20) N. Htg = 33.9 W~cm3 
Average (U20) N. Htg = 13 W / C d  

Figure 1. A sketch of the first zone. 

The first zone and the outward consecutive layers of 
the blanket are made of concentric cylinders with the 
plasma in the center. The first zone consists of a first wall 
and a back wall made of steel mled with helium and the 
space between them is filled with Li20 tubes also cooled 
with helium. All the tubes run longitudinally and have a 
circular cross section. The inner diameter of the steel tubes 
is 1 cm and the outer diameter is 1.5 cm. The inner 
diameter of the Li20 tubes is 19 cm and the outer diameter 
is 3.15 cm. The high pressure boundaries m the steel 
tubes that compose the firsthack wall. One of the 
advantages of this design is that the Liz0 tubes experience 
no mechanical loads due to gas pressure because the helium 
fills the insideloutside of the Liz0 tubes. The 
thermomechanical integrity of the Li20 tubes is assured. 

Peak (WO) N. Htg = 52.32 W/Cm3 

The blanket consists of two zones, blanket-I and 
blanket-II, separated by a layer of steel tubes. Blanket-I and 
blanket-II, with a thickness of 63 cm each, m filled with 
Li,O tubes of 33.8 mm and 50 mm inner and outer 
diameter respectively. The first, second and the third steel 
tube layers are composed of two staggered rows of tubes 
with 21.8 mm and 50 mm inner and outer diameter 
respectively. The thickness of the shield is 60 cm. All the 
tubes run longitudinally apd have a circular cross section. 
Figures 1 and 2 show some details of the first zone. Figure 
3 shows a detailed cross section of blanket2 with the 
plasma in the core of the FRC. Table 1 shows a summary 
of all the inputs into the thermal response calculations ad 
a brief summary of the general dimensions of the FRC. 

A. COOLANTROUTING 

To maximize the power conversion thermal efiiciency 
the outlet helium temperatmz must be at the maximum 
attainable value. To achieve maximum power conversion 
thermal efficiency without violating any of the constraints 
on the reactor materials' maximum operating temperature, 

the helium coolant routing must be optimized. The route 
of the He gas coolant is as follows: 
0 Cold He (T = 380°C) first enters all steel walls (first 
wall, blanket walls, and shield (steel)) to keep their 
temperature below 650°C. 

Then He gas enters (T = 530°C) the Li20 zones (first 
zone, blanket-I, and blanket-II) to remove the generated 
volumetric heating. 

The hot helium exits the blanket to the heat exchanger at 
about 830°C. The secondary helium exits the heat 
exchanger at about 800°C. 

The helium mass flow rate would be adjusted to make 
the He exit at a temperature of 830°C. The Brayton power 
cycle efficiency is about 52% for the cycle He maximum 
temperature of 800OC. Figure 4 shows the net efficiencies 
vs. peak temperature for several power cycles: steam, 
Brayton, and GAlField cycles? 

Figure 2. Detail of the first zone of the FRC. 

m. THERMAL HYDRAULICS CALCULATIONS 

We assume that the helium coolant has the following 
parameters: 
1. The helium gas flow temperature rise in the first wall is 
200°C. 
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2. The gas pressure is 18 MPa. 
3. The properties of helium gas are calculated at the 
average temperature of the component it cooled. 
4. The properties of Liz0 are calculated at the average 
temperature of the component it cooled. 
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Figure 3. Detailed cross section of blanket-I with the 
plasma in the core of the FRC. 
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Figure 4. Net efficiencies (extracted from reference 3). 

Table 1. The main parameters (dimensions and 
steady state thermal loads) of the FRC design. 

Module 

Length (m) 
Number of modules 

1- First Wall (steel) 
Radius from the center of the plasma (m) 
Outer tube diameter (mm) 
Thickness of steel tube (mm) 
Surface heating (MW/m2) 
Heating in solid steel (W/cm3) 

2- First LizO zone 
Number of rows 
Width (m) 
Percentage of Li20 (without steel) 
Percentage of He (without steel) 
Outer tube diameter (mm) 
Average heating (LizO +He) (W/cm3) 
Average heating in solid Li20 (W/cm3) 

3- Second Wall (steel) 
Outer tube diameter (mm) 
Thickness of steel tub (mm) 
Heating in solid steel (W/cm3) 

Percentage of steel 
Percentage of Li20 (without steel) 
Percentage of He (without steel) 

a- Blanket-I 

1- wall-I(stee1) 
Number of rows 
Outer tube diameter (mm) 
Thickness of steel tube (mm) 
Heating in solid steel (W/cm3) 

2- First LizO zone 
Thickness (m) 
Average heating (Liz0 +He) (W/cm3) 
Average heating in solid LizO (W/cm3) 

3- Wall-II (steel) 
Number of rows 
'Outer tube diameter (mm) 
Thickness of steel tube (mm) 
Heating in solid steel (W/cm3) 

the specific 

2.50 
10 

2 .o 
15 
2.5 
0.2 
3 8.43 

3 
0.1575 
30% 
70% 
31.5 
1 3.04 
33.12 

15 
2.5 
24.88 

8.3% 
40% 
60% 

2 
50 
14.1 
15.8 

0535 
2.3 
5.75 

2 
50 
14.1 
1 .o 



. 

b- Blanket-II 

1- F i t  Li20 zone 
Thickness (m) 
Average heating (Liz0 +He) (W/cm3) 
Average heating in solid LizO (W/cm3) 

2- Wall-Ii(stee1) 
Number of rows 
Outer tube diameter (mm) 
Thickness of steel tube (mm) 
Heating in solid steel (W/cm3) 

Thickness (m) 
Percentage of steel 
Percentage of Liz0 
Percentage of He 
Average heating (Wlm3) 

0535 
0.13 
0.325 

2 
50 
14.1 
0.07 

0.60 
90% 
0% 
10% 
0.028 

IV. RESULTS OF THERMAL HYDRAULICS 
CALCULATIONS 

The total nuclear heating and surface heating @er 
module) in the steel is 60 M W .  The total nuclear heating 
(per module) in the Li20 is 120 M W .  The helium coolant 
enters the steel tubes at a tempera- of 380°C and exits 
the steel tubes at a temperature of 530°C. The heat balance 
requires that the helium mass flow rate be 76.5 kg/s for a 
150°C He gas temperam rise. The helium coolant enters 
the LizO tubes after it exits the steel tubes at a temperature 
of 530°C and exits the LizO tubes at a temperature of 
83OoC. The thermal heat load in the steel tubes is half the 
thermal heat load in the Li20 tubes. 

Figure 5. He coolant routing and the corresponding helium 
coolant mass flow rate and temperature. 

Using the same helium mass flow rate of 76.5 kg/s 
inside and outside of the LizO tubes would result in a He 
gas temperature rise of 300°C. Figure 5 shows a sketch of 
these results with the coolant routing. Table 2 shows the 
total steady state heat load, helium gas mass flow kite, a d  
average velocity for each component of one module. 

The coolant pressure drop is strongly dependent on the 
tube size and gas velocity. This limits the lower value of 
the Liz0 tube radius. The recommended maximum 
operating temperature of the Li20 is about 10oO"C to 
avoid sintering, and this limits the maximum radius of the 
Li20 tubes. The pumping power is calculated for the in- 
vessel components and is 0.75 MW. Thermal hydraulics 
analysis is performed using a finite element code (ANSYS 
55) to study the effect of the steel tube dimensions on the 
temperature distribution and the maximum value in the 
steel tube wall. Figure 6 illustrates the tanpame 
distribution at the first wall steel tube exit. The maximum 
temperature is 635°C. 

Table 2. The steady state thermal load per module, helium -. 
coolant mass flow, and helium coolant average velocity in 
different components of the FRC design. 

e 

Zone Total Hemass He . 
heating flow rate velocity 
0 - 0 W S )  

First zone 
First wall (steel) , 15.7 
First Liz0 zone 67.55 
Second wall (steel) 6.14 

Blanket-I 
Wall-I (steel tubes) 34.7 
Li20 48.76 
Wall-II (steel tubes) 2.2 

Blanket-II 
Liz0 3.41 
wall-m (steel) 0.15 

Shield 
Bulk (steel) 0.64 

20.17 
48.38 
7.89 

44.57 
31.32 
2.82 

2.19 
0 2 

0.83 

26.4 
3.44 
9.22 

1 8.06 
0.68 
1.14 

0.039 
0.078 

0.0046 

Total 180 765 

V. LIMITS ON THE Liz0 TUBE DIMENSIONS 

The effect of the Li20 tube dimensions on its 
maximum temperature is studied. The maximum 
temperature of Liz0 would occur at the blanket exit. 
Figure 7 shows the temperature distribution in the LizO 
tube. The maximum temperature is 1003°C. 
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Figure 6. Temperature distribution at the exit of the first 
wall. 
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Figure 7. Temperature distribution at the exit of the first 
zone Liz0 tube. 

VI. MAINTENANCE 

The special geometry (cylindrical) facilitates a 
reasonable practical maintenance scheme that minimizes 
the downtime and cost. The modular design allows the 
movement of individual modules in the axial direction. 
To maintain vacuum integrity inside the reactor during 
operation a pillow type of overlap is used between 
modules. To maintain a given module, the pillow is 
broken at the two interfaces and all the piping 
disconnected, with the adjoining modules slid away on 

both sides, far enough to disengage fiom the module 
under consideration. This module is moved to a hot cell 
or maintenance area, and replaced with another standby 
module. The feed and return is designed to accommodate 
this scheme. Figure 8 illustrates this scheme. 

Figure 8. Maintenance scheme of the FRC. 

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this work most of the major engineering issues 
related to the conceptual design of the FRC fusion core 
have been addressed. The reIative ease of maintenance and 
the use of steel structure with reiisonable thermal efficiency 
(52%) are assumptions that make it a credible and 
attractive design. The resulting compact FRC fusion 
core of the xefkren? case conceptual design possesses a 
high ratio of electric power to fusion core mass, indicating 
that it would certainly have favorable economics? The 
cylindrical geometry and low magnetic field allow 
removal of single modules containing the first wall, 
blanket, shield and magnet? The same concept would be 
applicable to a spherical Torus and spheromak. 
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Abstract 
A thick flowing layer of liquid (e.g., f l ibe-a  molten salt, 
or Sn&i l r a  liquid metal) protects the structural walls of 
the field-reversed configuration (FRC) so that they can last 
the life of the plant even with intense 14 MeV neutron 
bombardment from the D-T fusion reaction. The surface 
temperature of the liquid rises as it passes from the inlet 
noules to the exit or receiver nozzles due to absorption of 
line and bremsstrahlung radiation, and. neutrons. The 
surface temperature can be reduced by enhancement of 
convection near the surface to transport hot surface liquid 
into the cooler interior. This surface temperature must be 
compatible with a practical heat transport and energy 
recovery. system. The evaporative flux from the wall 
driven by the surface temperature must also result in an 
acceptable impurity level in the core plasma. The shielding 
of the core by the edge plasma is modeled with a 2D 
transport code for the resulting impurity ions; these ions 
are either swept out to the distant end tanks, or diffise to 
the hot plasma core. An auxiliary plasma between the edge 
plasma and the liquid wall can further attenuate 
evaporating flux of atoms and molecules by ionization. 
The current in this auxiliary plasma might serve as the 
antenna for the current drive method, which produces a 
rotating magnetic field. Another method of current drive 
uses small spheromaks injected along the magnetic fields, 
which additionally provide fueling along with pellet 

B 

r fueling if necessary. 

1. Introduction 

This paper discusses the present understanding of a future 
power plant based on a field-reversed configuration (FRC) 
with a liquid first wall. Although expected to be unstable 
to ideal MHD modes, experimental FRC plasmas have 
proved to be relatively stable and robust. This may be due 
to the finite ratio of plasma radius to average gyroradius 
(called s; see Table 1) in present experiments, which is one 
of several non-ideal MHD considerations that remain 
difficult to treat theoretically. In a fusion power plant, for 
example, the large gyroradii of the fusion products are also 
expected to contribute to stability. An FRC fusion core 

would have to be designed to be macroscdpically stable, 
because unstable plasmas would give excessive plasma 
energy losses. The main focus of this paper is on liquid 
wall features rather than plasma stability, however, so this 
and other important unanswered questions, such as plasma 
transport due to microinstabilities, will not be treated here. 
Research teams at the University of Washington' and 
elsewhere are experimentally trying to achieve a working 
model using rotating magnetic fields to build up and 
sustain the FRC and see if the predicted high loss rates will 
nevertheless allow a practical power plant. The predicted 
power density is so high-with the DT reaction that liquid 
walls are almost a necessity. Alternatives are to use the 
. D3He cycle as discussed in Ref. 2 or change out damaged 
first walls and structures often. The Astron power plant 
concep? was an early FRC that proposed using liquid 
walls. 

This study is part of the (Advanced Power Extraction) 
APEX' project, which is investigating innovative blanket 
concepts, with liquid wall systems as a major option and is 
a work in progress. The underlying logic is to provide up 
to about 7 mean free paths of liquid for 14 MeV neutrons 
between the plasma and structures including the first wall 
so that these structures last the life of the plant. The 
structures satis@ the rough criterion that the damage 
should be less than 100 dpa (displacements per atom) and 
still fall within design specifications. It would be useful to 
develop a damage criterion versus liquid thickness for 
materials such as flow baffles that perform a reduced 
function (Le., nonstructural function). This liquid is 
injected as shown in Fig. 1 by nozzles that give the liquid 
enough azimuthal speed that centrifugal force keeps it 
against the wall even when the orientation as shown is 
horizontal. Vertical orientation might have advantages and 
be necessary with liquid metals. The flow is very nearly 
along field lines so that even liquid metals such 8s lithium 
or tin-lithium mixtures could work, however our main 
example is to see if the molten salt called flibd (a mixture 
of LiF and BeF2) will be workable. One of the virtues of 
nibe is its compatibility with stainless steel such as 304SS, 



if the chemistry associated with transmutation products can 
be controlled. 

A set of FRC parameters is given in Table 1. These 
parameters are not all self-consistent with cases treated 
throughout the paper. Studies based on the tokamak 
configuration show the evaporation of the fiibe principally 
BeFz 

out), however, the FRC may be different in that &e edge 
plasma should not easily return from the wall in the end 
tanks (low recycle mgde). This leads Us to consider adding 
auxiliary edge piasma feed bY a "gas box" from each end 
through an annular slot. The configuration is shorn in 
F i g 2  

t 

Figure 1. General layout of a FRC power plant design. 
2. Hydraulics and the Met and outlet nozzles 
Hydraulics studies using 3D computational fluid dynamics 
codes show the feasibility of providing the flow pattern 
called for in Fig. 3. There is the question of nozzle design. 
The nozzles are exposed to neutrons so that their damage- 
limited lifetime needs to be determined. The inlet nozzle 
must not have excessive dripping that might cause core 
plasma contamination. Device orientation is important as 
vertical orientation, shown later in Fig. 8, could allow 
drips to miss the plasma in their vertical fall. The exit or 
receiver nozzles appear to be much more difficult. 
.Splashing and choking will need to be strictly avoided. If 
the cross-sectional area of the exit nozzle is larger than that 
of the flowing liquid then choking might not occur. Once 
the flowing liquid is contained within the exit channel, it 
can be directed outside the chamber and then voids can be 
eliminated and the flow can be slowed down in a diffuser 
where its kinetic energy can be converted into potential 
energy (pressure=0.5pv2). Vertical orientation will help in 
design of the exit nozzles and the diffuser. The 
acceleration-thinning problem in vertical orientation can 
be partially compensated by inserting flow baffles with the 
possible addition of azimuthal flow to prevent the flow 

. 
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over the baffles from entering the core plasma region. 
Another solution is just to start with a thicker layer. 

3. Mass ff ow and temperature diagram 

We assume a 50-degree drop across the heat exchanger. 
This is a compromise, as we would like 100 degrees. The 
HYLIFE-I1 heat transport system6 assumes 100 degrees 
drop across the heat exchangers, which are also the steam 
generators. The cost estimate for the heat transport system 
is 174 M% out of a total direct cost of 1440 MS for a 1 
GWe plant and 338 MS out of 2240 MS for 2 GWe 
(1 995s). If we assume a 50-degree drop will increase these 
costs by 2O.' then the plant costs will increase by 7.5 and 
9.5% for the 1 and 2 GWe plants, respectively. This is a 
large cost increase, which will have to be studied more to 
see if our choice is prudent. Our driving motivation is to 
reduce the surface temperature to limit the evaporative 
flux, which is directed toward the core plasma. We assume 
the molten salt from the heat exchanger is mixed with the 
bypass flow to a mixed mean temperature, 540 OC, which 
is then fed to the inlet nozzles. It might be possible to feed 
the 500 OC cooler molten salt from the heat exchanger 

~ 



Table 1: Typical D-T FRC Power Plant Parameters. 

Liquid-Wall FRC Solid-Wall 
FRC 

Wall radius, m 1.5 2.0 

Sepatatrix radius, m 0.39 0.88 

3 

D’He 
(ref. 2) 
2.0 

1.1 

Core plasma volume, m3 2.6 26 

First-wall area, mz 75 314 

Average ion temperature, keV 12 13 

I 25 I l7 I I Separatrix length, m I 8 

67 

215 

88 
1 

Average ion density, 10’’ m-3 26 

Peak ion density, 10” m” 31 

zeff 1.5 

8.3 6.6, ne 
8.6 

1.5 

I s = plasmahdiusl I 7.5 I 4.3 1 9.2 I 
average larmor radius 
Volume-averaged beta 0.97 0.90 0.9 

Magnetic field, T 
Energy confinement time, s 
Ash particle conf. time, s 

I 1 1 

Neutron wall load, MW/m’ 1 27 I 6.4 f 0.4 

I I 

5.5 3.0 . 6.7 

0.08 0.3 1 2.1 

0.16 0.62 4.2 

Surface heat load, MWIm’ 
Neutron power, MW 
Bremsstrahlung radiation power, 

MW 
Line radiation @ 15% P.lph., MW 
Charged-particle transport power, 

1.7 0.236 1.7 

2000 .2000 80 

46 44 360 

78 70 

415 426 1160 
MW 
Input power, MW 

L 1 I 1 I 

40 40 

a 

1 6 
S 
4 

1 ¶ 

2 
I 1 

0 * 
5 
4 

4 4 
4 
4 

I 

d. 4 4 4 q . 4  6 I ¶ 8 4 * 0 1 10 1s 20 25 a0 

(a) 0) 
Figure 2. FRC configuration. The MHD equilibrium calculation using Corsica is shown in (a) and the edge plasma leading out 
to the end tanks is shown in (b). 

Fusion power, M W  
Net electric power, W e  

3 
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discharge on field line MMWO 

Figure 3. FRC showing the liquid flow, antenna current drive, gas box and pellet injector. 

directly to the nozzles feeding the surface flow. We 
assume a heat exchanger outlet temperature of 500 OC. 
This leaves 40 OC above the freezing temperature. In the 
future the melting point could be lowered by about 30 
degrees by reformulating the salt mixture. This would 
lower the salt temperature facing the plasrna. 

In order to arrive at 1000 MWe we assume a 2400 MW 
fusion power with blanket multiplication of 1.18. The 
blanket power is 2400 x(0.8x1.18+0.2) = 2750 MW. The 
volumetric flow rate and mass flow rates.are: 
V' = ~ ( 2 ~ - 1  S2) 10 m/s = 55.0 m3/s 

m' =V'x2OOO kg/m3= l.lOxlO' kpls 

The temperature rise on average passing through the 
blanket and shield is: 
AT = P/m'C = 2 . 7 5 ~ 1 0 ~  J/s/(l.lO x105 kg/s 2380 J/kgK) = 
10.5 o c  
The mass flow rate to the heat exchanger is: 
m'=2.7456x109 J/s/(5OoC x 2380 JkgK) =231  xIO' kg/s 
If we take an axial flow speed of 10 m / s  and a nominal 10 
m/s azimuthal flow then'the power in the flowing liquid, 
which is a measure of the pumping power with no head 
recovery, is as follows: 
Power = OSm'v' = 0.5 xl.lxld kg/s x (10' + 102),m2/s2 
= 1.1 x10' W = 11 MW. The above parameters are shown 
in the mass flow diagram, Fig. 4. For the case of SnLi with 
the same thickness as flibe and 10 d s  flow along the field 
lines, we get a pumping power of 16.5 MW and assuming 
100 OC across the heat exchangers we get the temperatures 
shown in parentheses in Fig. 4. The flow that bypasses the 
heat exchanger is 3.8 times that through the heat 
exchanger. It would be desirable to have all of the heat 
exchanger flow go to the blanket but then the flow speed 
rather than being 10 mls  would only be 2.7 m/s and the 

temperature rise discussed next would be very large 
resulting in high evaporation rates. 

- 
540 'C 
(574 'C) 

. 550 *C 
:SO0 'C) 

AT 10.5.C 
(26.0 'C) 

i 

1 
0 .870~  I@ kgls 
(2.44 x lo5 kgls) 

500 'C 
(500.C) 

I 

550 'C 
(600 'C) 

231 x 104 kgls 
(8.6 x 1d kgls) 

/ I 

I ,  

&2mo 

Fig. 4. Mass flow and temperature diagram for the 
FRC. The numbers shown are for flibe with the SnLi 
values shown in parentheses. 

4. Heat transfer model and estimates of effective 
surface temperature 

The temperature of the surface can be calculated knowing 
the heat load and the heat transfer characteristics of the 
liquid. The idea is to follow a fluid element on the surface 
from the time it leaves a nozzle till it enters an exit nozzle. 
The complications are many. The radiation can be 
absorbed over a distance larger (deeper) than the thermal 
diffusivity distance x, which is the distance in a time, t, 
heat diffuses (x*=tk/pc). C is the heat capacity, p is the 
mass density and k is the thermal conductivity. As an 
example, x = 0.47 mm for flibe and 4.2 mrn for SnLi in 1 

.a 
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s. The mean free path for typical Bremsstrahlung x-rays is 
3 mm and 0.03 mrn for flibe and SnLi, so that volumetric 
heating (Eq.5) is used for flibe but surface heating for SnLi 
(Eq. 4). In this case the surface temperature is less than if 
all the incident energy flux were absorbed on the surface. 
The other complication is the heat transfer can be greater 
for turbulent flow than for laminar flow. Heat conduction 
is a diffusive process. Reynolds analogy is the observation 
that mass transfer and heat transfer are ana1.ogous 
processes. Mass diffusion will carry heat when there is a 
temperature gradient just like heat is conducted (diffused). 
Mass transfer can be small due to molecular collisions or 
can be enhanced by the action of turbulent eddies. Steady 
heat conduction is governed by the equation: 

‘2 
PIA = kdTldx 

Where PIA is the power flux striking the surface that 
penetrates a distance short compared to the thermal 
diffusivity distance mentioned above. Guided by Reynolds 
analogy, we argue that this equationcan be modified to 
account for enhanced heat transfer by eddy motion. 

PIA=( kik ’)dT/dx 

kcfir k + k’ = k (I+F) 

The parameter F represents the enhancement of heat 
conduction due to turbulence. When F = 0 the flow is 
laminar. When F-1 the thermal conductivity is doubled. 
Magnetic fields will tend to laminarize the flow reducing 
F. Flow baffles can be added to create eddies or jets 
embedded in the liquid can enhance eddy motion which 
propagates to the surface both of which tend to increase 
16n: Large values of ketr might be possible with flibe 
where the electrical conductivity is so low that turbulence 
may play a large role. In the analysis to follow, F or 16s is 
treated as a parameter because it is unknown; however, 
theoretical work by Smolentsev’ and his planned 
experiments (e.g., flow baffles) should allow us to 
predicted ks. 

* Another idea to produie enhanced mixing (large ken 

small enough not to cause splash and large enough to 
values) is to spray droplets onto the surface. They must be 

cause persistent vortex motion. The idea and a relevant 
simulation* are shown in Fig. 5.  

The temperature of the surface of the fluid element as we 
ride along as shown in Fig. 3 is then given by the equation 

0 

1“ 1 
r vacuum 

G-? 2 

U 3 
/ \  

4 
)DyIoDD 

b 

Fig. 5. The idea of droplets sprayed on a surface 
causing convection with no splash is shown on 
the left. A simulation is shown on the right with 
Reynolds numbe~2vr lv  ==20 and Weber 
number-pr~~Icr-2. 

A key parameter is the incident power flux, P,,,,~I/A on the 
liquid surface. For the FRC we assume 3% of the fusion 
power of 2400 MW is-in the form of non-penetrating 
radiation such as line radiation which directly heats the 
surface or 78 MW, which is taken to be 15% of the alpha 
power and may be low (20 to 40% is commonly assumed). 
With a surfact area of 75 m2, the Pwltl (MW) /A (m2) = 
1 .O MW/m2 . The temperature rise versus time is plotted in 
Fig. 6. 

N” 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3  0.4 0.5 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.9 1.0 
t l 2 O l O O  Exposure lime, s 

Fig. 6. Temperature rise of the fluid element versus 
time at 1.0 MW/m2. F is the thermal conductivity 
enhancement factor to account for near surface 
turbulence or convection. 
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The temperature rise due to penetrating power flux due to 
neutrons and bremsstrahlung cause a temperature rise. 

The temperature rise is 
AT= T, - T- = ATdm + ATh +AT,, + AT- + (6) 

We include in Eq. 6 surface temperature rise due to 
cyclotron radiation and particle .bombardment such as 
charge exchange neutrals, altahough we have neglected 
them in our'calculations to date. The temperature rise in 
0.8 s for flibe iS 141 OC for line radiation, 34 OC for 
bremsstrahlung and 32OC for neutron heating and for SnLi 
is 131 OC for line radiation, 77 OC for bremsstrahlung and 
7OoC for neutrons heating. With an inlet temperature of 
500 OC the outlet surface temperature is estimated at 707 
and 780 OC for flibe and SnLi based on 1 MW/m2 of line 
radiation and 0.6 MW/mZ of Bremsstrahlung radiation. 
Because the evaporative flux to be discussed in the next 
section is a very nonlinear function of temperature, one 
needs to average the flux along the wall. This averaging 
can be parameterized by the temperature. Teff, with Teff 
>TI=.. The temperature to use in evaporation estimates, 
called Teff, is 660 and 714 OC for flibe and SnLi. 

There are three important variables, the enhanced heat 
transfer F or k~, largely unknown, the incident power 
including some of its ability to penetrate deep into the 
flowing liquid, and the strong variation in evaporation rate 
versus time all of which brings simple averaging into 
question. 

5. Evaporation rates 

Evaporation rates are estimated for use as the source term 
for the edge plasma calculations to estimate the 
contamination of the core plasma by evaporation from the 
liquid wall in the context of the liquid wall magnetic 
fusion reactors. Evaporation from a surface into a vacuum 
is given by 

(7) J = - ,  y =  
nr - F, n.=- P 

kT' J''z 4 zm 
The density, n, is the density that would be present at 
equilibrium when evaporation equals condensation. In our 
case, where the edge plasma is close to the liquid surface 
and absorbs all evaporating particles that strike it, the 
density never reaches the equilibrium value but is one half 
of it. That is all the particles are heading away from the 
liquid surface. When the edge plasma is not so close or 
when collisions occur the equilibrium density is 
approached and condensation begins to cancel out 
evaporation. The concept of density away from 
equilibrium is not very useful and we.will emphasize 
evaporation rates (number of molecules leaving the liquid 
per square meter per second). This is the quantity that goes 

6 

into the edge plasma CalCUkitiOn rather than either density 
or vapor pressure. From experimental data in the literature 
the equilibrium vapor pressure is given below. 

p(p4)  5 exp(25.63 - 240401T) ...... &Be& .... Be4 ~voporarion 

S8) 
p(p4)  = exp(25.92 - 225401T) ...... LiBe4 ..... Be4 cvuporation ' 

p(p4)  = exp(22.35 - 223001T) ......E, ,J'bU....Pb evuporurion 

p(p0) = exp(22.16 - 172201T) ...... Li .............E evuporarion 

p(p4)  = cxp(24.81- 258001 T).......Sn,,,Li....Li evaporation 

The pressure can be converted from Torr to Pa as follows: 
p(Pa) = 133.3xP(Torr). The dominant evaporating species 
is that given to the right of the pressure equation above. 
The BeF2 density is 200 times LiF density. Li evaporation 
will be primarily Li but also some Liz and Li3 will be 
present. The flibe vapor pressure may be inaccurate since 
it is extrapolated from the data at 1000 OC.: The 
evaporation rate of the various species is plotted in Fig. 7. 

V 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 . II) - 
I I 1 

1 O O M .  Tornperature in K ~ f 1 1 f 2 0 0 0  

Fig. 7. Evaporation rates into vacuum for candidate 
liquids. . 

When evaporation becomes large, there are the limiting 
effects, which will become important for liquid wall 
magnetic fusion configurations and especially for liquid 
divertors where the evaporation is very large. These 
effects are: 1 -collisional driven condensation of evaporated 
material, that is, evaporating molecules have collisions that 
return them to the liquid before they strike the edge 
plasma; 2-evaporative cooling, and 3-depletion of the 
volatile species at the surface. When condensation equals 
evaporation the latter two effects are absent. The first 
effect should sttyt to become important above about 630 
and 750 OC for flibe and SngoLi20 and is expected to be 
especially important in the divertor. The second effect 



should be important for power fluxes of 1 MW/m2 above 
about 920 OC for flibe. The third effect depends on 
molecular diffusion rates and of course turbulence and is 
never expected to be important. . 

The distance along the FRC edge is broken into zones with 
zone numbers assigned as. shown in Fig. 8 and calculations 
are made for each zone with the evaporative fluxes shown 
in Fig. 7 with the results shown in Fig. 9. The 
configuration could be oriented either horizontally as 
shown in Fig. 1-3 or vertically as shown in Fig. 8. For 
simplicity we assume the'power is uniform over the 
cylindrical liquid wall from 4 m to -4 m at a radius of 1.5 
m. 

Aw,1t 2=1.5X8=75.4 m2 
k Vplaun.= 4xxa'xb/3=4~~1'~4/3=16.8 m3 

S 
L 

= liquid flow path receiving power 5 8 m 
= edge plasma length = S = 8 m 

The transit time of the liquid is S / V d  = 8/10 = 0.8 s 
Again we want to emphasize this configuration is 
simplified for the sake of analysis but is hopefully 
representative of the phenomena involved. An alternative 
flow path is shown in Fig. 4 with the advantages of two 
shorter liquid flow paths and possibly a better solution to 
the exit nozzle. 

t 

7 

lwsRo00 

Figure 8. The FRC liquid flow model is shown. The 
flow path is in on one end and out on the other about 
'10 m in length. 

I 
1 i a 4 I s 7 8 1 0  

Zone number 
Figure 9. Evaporation per zone and total 
evaporation for FRC for 1 MW/m'. 

10'1 . ' 

~ 1 2 2 l 2 0 0 0  

In spite of the rapid variation of evaporation rate with time 
and therefore distance, when the mixing is strong{F-lO) 
or for liquid metals it makes sense to talk about an average 
evaporation rate corresponding to a temperature above the 
average temperature; called Teff. For example, if the outlet 
temperature from Fig. 7 is 700 C and inlet is 500 C the 
average is 600 C, the temperature, Teff, to give the average 
evaporation is 640 C. 

6. Edge-plasma characteristics and impurity shielding 

The plasma beyond the last closed magnetic flux surface is 
lost in an axial ion transit time out the end of the system, 
where it is assumed that the plasma escaping beyond the 
field-null region does not return from the large end-tank 
region. The radial thickness of the edge plasma is thus 
determined by a balance between the axial loss and the 
assumed radial diffusion from plasma turbulence. The 
edge plasma is especially important since it is responsible 
for shielding the core fiom the impurity vapor arising fiom 
evaporation of the liquid wall. 

The plasma in the edge region is modeled by the two- 
dimensional piasma transport code UEDGE, which 
evolves equations for the plasma density, parallel ion 
velocity, separate electron and ion temperatures, and 
neutral gas density [9]. The code follows a DT fuel 
species, and each charge state of the impurity vapor that 
begins from the liquid side-wall as a neutral gas that then 
becomes ionized by the edge-plasma electrons. 

Previously, UEDGE was used to assess the influx of 
irnpurities'for a tokamak configuration [lo]. For the FRC, 
there are two important differences: (I), the magnetic 
connection length along the B-field from the midplane to 
the effective end of the device (null-point region) is just 

. 
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the physical distance of - 4 m for our example, much 
shorter than for a tokamak which has a strong toroidal 
magnetic field, and (2), since the divertor plate is located 
very far from the null-point region, recycling of neutrals 
can be assumed to be small. In addition, the power density 
from this compact device is much larger, so that more 
energy flux is available at the edge to ionize impurities. 

For the edge-plasma calculations in the scrapesff layer 
(SOL) beyond the magnetic separatrix, a slab geometry is 
used to approximate this thin annular region. In the axial 
direction, the SOL plasma contacts the core boundary 
along an 8 m length, followed by a 2 m exit region on each 
end to model flow into the long dump-tank region, with 
negligible plasma returning from this region (Le.. low 
recycling). The radial domain begins at the separatrix and 
extends radially for 2.5 cm; the vapor gas source flows in 
from the outer boundary for computational efficiency, but 
the resuki are not sensitive to its location if it is placed at a 
larger radius. The input parameters for the core plasma 
edge boundary are taken from Table 1. The ed e density 
is assumed to be 0.1 of the core density; or 2x10 /m3. The 
energy flux is a total of 20 MW/mz, split equally between 
ions and electrons. The anomalous radial diffusion 
coefficients are 0.33 mz/s for density and '0.5 m2/s for the 
ion and electron energy; these values are simply taken 
fiom tokamak experiments. . 

The resulting calculated DT plasma parameters in the SOL 
are as follows: The radial decay length for the DT fuel 
density is 0.38 cm. The separatrix temperatures are 
Te-1.44 keV and Ti-1.50 keV. The radial'decay lengths 
for the electron and ion temperatures are 0.43 cm and 0.60 
cm, respectively, although the ion temperature shows a 
long plateau at about 0.5 keV. 

, 
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The impurity gas is injected fiom the side wall into the DT 
edge plasma, and a new multi-species plasma equilibrium 
in calculated. The gas flux is taken as uniform in the axial 
direction, and simulations with nonuniform injection to 
simulate the wall temperature profile shows the results are 
not very sensitive to this variation. The resulting impurity 
density at the separatrix on the midplane is shown in Fig. 
10 for lithium (Li) fiom SnLi and for fluorine (F) from 
flibe as the wall gas flux is varied. For Li, there is a break 
in the curve at about 2 x 102'/m2 s where there appears to 
be a bifurcation in the solution as Te at the wall drops 
below -1 eV. Also note that fluorine penetrates to the core 
boundary more easily than lithium, as in the tokamak case 
[IO], due, in part, to its higher ionization potential. 

The tolerable amount of impurities in the core can be set 
by DT fuel dilution or radiation loss. For impurities with 
low to moderate maximum charge state Z, dilution is the 
main concern. The fractional power reduction from 
dilution is given by 22 n, /nm, where n, and nDT are the 

impurity and DT fuel densities, respectively [lo]. nu, a 
20% power reduction for lithium ( 2 ~ 3 )  and fluorine (z=g), 
sets concentration limits of 0.03 and 0.01, respectively. 
Since the concentration levels of relevance are deep within 
the core, one can make one of two assumptions about 
impurity density variation in the core. The first is that the 
impurity density is flat with the same value as at the &ge, 
and the second is that the impurity and DT densities vary 
together in the core such that the concentration remains a 
Constant. These two assumptions give two limits to the 
operating points in Fig. 10, labeled (for F) I% edge and 
1% core. An argument for choosing the flat density case 
(1% core) is that the source of impurities is on the outside, 

, 

but more detailed core analysis needs to be done. v- 

The maximum allowable edge impurity densities shown in 
Fig. IO give the corresponding gas flux limits from the 
wall. These gas fluxes can then be plotted on curves of 
wall temperature versus evaporative flux as shown in Fig. 
11. These points thus identify the allowable wall 
temperature to prevent excessive impurity intrusion into 
the core plasma. These initial points correspond to the 
base case with no intervention techniques such as auxiliary 
heating in the edge plasma to help ionized the impurities 
well away from the separatrix boundary. 

-0 

, 
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Fig. 10. Plot of impurity edge density vs average 
evaporation rate. 

s 

For flibe the effective temperature needs to be between 
560 and 630 OC and for SnLi it needs to be.between 660 
and 720 OC , whereas we predicted in section 4 660 and 
715 OC for flibe and SnLi. 

7. 

One option for current drive to sustain the FRC is to use 
rotating magnetic fields'.". It was first thought to drive 
current by locating antennae deep (5 mean free paths or 
more for 14 MeV neutrons) within the low electrical 
conductivity molten salt. However, calculations show the 

Current drive by rotating magnetic fields 
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9 Conclusions 

We report on moving in the direction of a self-consistent 
design of a thick liquid protected FRC power plant. n e  
most important concern, that of the evaporating liquid 
overly contaminating the core plasma has been addres’sed. 
For flibe the evaporation seems to be too much by about an 
order of magnitude forcing reliance on auxiliary shielding 
plasmas, condensation correction to evaporation and strong 
enhancement of heat transfer near the free liquid surface. 
For SnLi the evaporation seems to be tolerable by the 
plasma or close to it. We are encouraged to carry out 
further work in this promising area of liquid wall 

ml- Evaporation nte. BeF 2 h2 s or Urn 2 s protection for fusion power plant design. 

Fig. 1 1. Effecitve surface temperature versus 10. Acknowledgements 
evaporation rate where UEDGE says the core 
plasma is not overly contaminated with *Work performed under the auspice of the U.S. 
impurities. The dashed lines show where Department of Energy by University of California 
evaporation must be reduced by for example Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract 
auxiliary edge plasma heating: W-7405-Eng-4 8. 

skin depth at 32 kHz to be <<0.5 m. This means that too 
much power would be absorbed in the near field of the 
antenna, leaving little to drive and sustain the current. Next 
we studied antenna mounted on struts or end mounted to 
avoid penetrations through the flowing salt. The antenna 
would then be located between the FRC plasma (r- 1 ‘m) 
and the flowing wall (r-1.5 m). The vapor density is 
to 10’4/cm3, which is near the minimum in the Pachen 
breakdown curve so discharges will easily occur. The 
question arises as to whether this plasma will prevent the 
field from penetrating outward from the antenna through 
the edge plasma. Apparently we do not need conductors 
along the field lines but rather we can rely on plasma 
discharge currents. Since we need to provide auxiliary 
power to the edge plasma to provide extra ionization and 
preventing or screen more of the evaporating liquid from 
entering the core plasma, we might as well use this 
discharge to drive the current that produces the rotating 
magnetic field for current drive. This concept of current 
drive will need future study to see if it is workable. 
Another option for current drive is to use the compact 
toroid (CT) fueling method.” 

8 Key issues and future work 

I -include auxiliary edge plasma attenuation of evaporated 
wall material 
2-study heat transfer enhancement methods to reduce the 
effective surface temperature 
3-study rotating field current drive by the auxiliary edge 
plasma discharge 
4-consider the geometric effect of evaporation at 1.5 m 
with a plasma radius at 0.39 m and include the correction 
for condensation 
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